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2020... the year we all didn’t see coming.

Just like every other industry, the CoVID-19 pandemic affected the potash 

sector as well, although to a way lesser degree than other industries out there. 

In general, 2020 was a fairly stable year, especially so for the multi-billion-

dollar saskatchewan potash sector since mining was declared an essential 

business early on in the pandemic.

of course, as we all know, the year 2020 featured disaster after disaster in 

all markets, with outbreaks happening all over the globe. In fact, in october 

2020, a CoVID-19 outbreak was declared at the k2 potash mine in esterhazy, 

and that just one of a few mines that were affected by outbreaks due to the 

worldwide pandemic.

CoVID-aside, the year wasn’t all that bad though. In september 2020, the 

value of potash in saskatchewan was up 15 per cent compared to february 

2020. as we learn in our Year in review story on page 20, the year 2020 was 

very much a year like 2019, with prices overall down slightly from the start of 

Q1. this past year may have been a downer, but it’s looking like it’s all up from 

here.

In this issue of PotashWorks, we take a look at what some of the top potash 

producers are doing, as well as other potash news, like the Government of 

saskatchewan amending the Potash Production tax regulations, 2020, which 

will improve opportunities in the potash sector, particularly for junior produc-

ers. We also take a look at what some of our favourite suppliers have been up 

to and what you can expect as we head into 2021.

I hope you enjoy this issue of PotashWorks magazine, and as always, if you 

have any story ideas or comments, feel free to reach out. We also invite you 

to check us out on our official website, potashworks.com, where you’ll find 

the digital issue of the magazine, as well as current news stories, and our new 

potash mining directory and buyers’ guide. 

I wish you all the best and a successful year ahead.

shayna Wiwierski 

shayna@delcommunications.com 

@DelCommInc s

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR  
Shayna WiWierSki
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the past few months have been extremely challeng-

ing for our province. the CoVID-19 pandemic is the 

most serious public health crises our province has 

faced in recent memory. the people of saskatche-

wan have made great sacrifices and have displayed 

tremendous resilience every step of the way. front-

line and essential workers have done a remarkable 

job ensuring we are safe, while keeping our supply 

chain stable. Meanwhile, the mining industry in our 

province has stepped up in a big way, demonstrating 

remarkable generosity at a time of great uncertainty. 

During the pandemic, community groups across the 

province have received millions of dollars in dona-

tions from the industry. support has flowed through 

initiatives like Mosaic’s Million Meal Challenge, while 

bHP and k+s collectively donated over $150,000 to 

local food banks. I am grateful for the contributions 

of these companies and many others in our mining 

sector. 

as we look forward, I see a bright future for our prov-

ince – a future built on a strong economic recovery, 

driven by hard work and innovation. the fundamen-

tals of the global economy have not changed. the 

world’s population is expected to reach nearly 10 bil-

lion by 2050. saskatchewan has the food, fuel, and 

fertilizer a growing world requires – high-quality, en-

vironmentally responsible, sustainable products, pro-

vided through a safe, reliable supply chain.

about a year ago, our government released sas-

katchewan’s Growth Plan: the Next Decade of 

Growth 2020-2030. In our Growth Plan, we put for-

ward a goal of increasing the annual value of potash 

sales from about $6.3 billion in 2019 to $9 billion by 

the end of 2030. this ambitious target underscores 

our commitment to responsible resource develop-

ment and reflects our confidence in potash compa-

nies operating in saskatchewan. the potash industry 

has been driving growth and progress in the province 

for nearly 60 years and we are certain it will play a 

crucial role in the economic recovery to come.

to reach our Growth Plan goals, our government re-

mains committed to an approach that promotes the 

responsible growth of the sector, including initiatives 

such as: 

•  reinstating provincial sales tax exemptions on ex-

ploratory and downhole drilling;

•  promoting the sector to attract international invest-

ment and new exploration companies; and,

•  working with the federal government and global 

leaders to remove barriers to market access.

our government understands the challenges facing 

the potash industry. We want the industry to grow 

and prosper. Potash companies operating in sas-

katchewan can count on the support of the Govern-

ment of saskatchewan every step of the way. 

this includes standing up against damaging policies 

being imposed by the federal government, such as 

bill C-69, the carbon tax, and the proposed Clean 

fuel standard. Producers in our province compete 

globally and all levels of government in Canada need 

to ensure regulations and policies allow the industry 

to succeed.

While 2020 has brought unexpected challenges, 

including pressure on potash prices, the industry 

in saskatchewan is on track to set new annual re-

cords in terms of production and sales volume. as 

saskatchewan emerges from the pandemic stronger 

than ever, we can be confident that potash will lead 

the way. s

MESSAGE FROM THE
PREMIER OF SASKATCHEWAN 
SCOTT MOe
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as saskatchewan’s Minister of energy and resources, I am pleased to join with Pre-

mier scott Moe in asserting the key importance of potash to our economy.

the past several months have clearly been a challenge, and my heart goes out to 

workers and their families who have experienced economic hardship in this and oth-

er sectors, particularly as we head into the Christmas and holiday season. 

Despite the pandemic and economic uncertainty this past year, which also included 

a rail blockade and strike, saskatchewan remains one of the top mining jurisdictions 

in the world and offers a stable regulatory environment, competitive royalty struc-

tures, and high-quality geoscience. last year, saskatchewan also retained its stand-

ing, according to the fraser Institute, as the most attractive jurisdiction in Canada 

for mining investment.

as a government, we remain responsive to the mining sector. In the provincial 2020 

budget, for example, we reinstated the exemption of the Provincial sales tax (Pst) 

for exploratory and downhill drilling. I am in personal, regular contact with mining/

potash companies, as well as the saskatchewan Mining association, and advocate 

for their concerns—including, most recently, over the proposed federal Clean fuel 

standard regulations, which are expected to have a profoundly negative effect on 

mining operations. 

In saskatchewan, full-year potash sales for 2019 reached 12.3 million tonnes—the 

second-highest on record. sales for 2020 are expected to set a new record of nearly 

14 million tonnes. the pandemic has highlighted the need for a safe, reliable supply 

chain. and as the global economy begins to recover, saskatchewan has the food, 

fuel, and fertilizer that the world needs. 

saskatchewan has also seen considerable investment and growth in the potash sec-

tor over the last decade. export capacity and production have steadily increased 

and, in Canada, the potash sector accounts for approximately $1 billion in wages 

annually.

It is also important to mention that throughout the pandemic, we have seen ex-

traordinary generosity—including in the form of monetary and food bank donations, 

cleaning supplies, and personal protective equipment—on the part of the saskatche-

wan mining sector to communities and non-profit organizations across the province. 

on behalf of the Government of saskatchewan, I would like to thank you, as a sector, 

for your remarkable outreach. 

as we move toward economic recovery beyond the pandemic, our government will 

remain committed to the potash sector. our goals, set out in our 2020-2030 Growth 

Plan: the Next Decade of Growth, aim to increase export capacity and keep our 

traditional sectors strong. s

MESSAGE FROM THE SASKATCHEWAN
MINISTER OF ENERGY AND RESOURCES  
BrOnWyn eyre
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on behalf of the Government of saskatchewan, I want to thank you for the opportunity to 

contribute to this issue of PotashWorks magazine.

Potash is one of the largest and most important industries in our province. the sector 

employs 5,000 people directly in communities across the province, and in 2019 had sales 

totaling $6.5 billion, which is 22 per cent of the total saskatchewan international merchan-

dise exports. the value of potash exports increased by 86 per cent between 2009 and 

2019. Major markets during that period included the United states, brazil, China, India, 

and Indonesia.

Despite the economic challenges associated with the global pandemic, potash exports 

have remained strong. In september 2020, the value of potash was up 15 per cent from 

february 2020, an increase of 35 per cent from the same time last year.

as Minister of trade and export Development, I’ve seen how CoVID-19 has hit economies 

hard across the globe, including saskatchewan. CoVID-19 has impacted many businesses 

across the province, including those in the potash industry. thankfully, companies in our 

potash sector took action early to protect workers and it’s had a limited impact on the 

industry. 

Prior to the start of the global pandemic, our Government released saskatchewan’s 

Growth Plan, which includes ambitious goals and actions for expanding our international 

exports. the Growth Plan commits to establishing international trade offices in India, sin-

gapore, and Japan in 2021. these offices will not only help to promote saskatchewan 

products like potash, but it will also help attract investment to our province.

recent and current expansions in the saskatchewan potash industry will help us achieve 

our Growth Plan goals. k+s Potash Canada is the newest potash mine with production 

occurring in the last two years. there are a number of other companies, including bHP 

billiton, Yancoal, rio tinto, and JsC acron who are all in various stages of developing new 

mines.

Potash deposits in our province are high-quality, and production costs are comparative-

ly low. the regulatory environment in the province is well-known for being investment 

friendly, and that has helped us to create the largest potash industry in the world.

saskatchewan has been in the potash business for 60 years. I am confident this key sec-

tor will continue to succeed for many more years to come, creating jobs, investment, and 

exciting opportunities for workers, businesses, and communities right across our great 

province.

In closing, I want to thank everyone in the potash sector for all you do in helping to create 

a strong saskatchewan. s

MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER
OF TRADE AND ExPORT DEvELOPMENT 
JereMy harriSOn
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a Year IN tHe
pOTaSh induSTry

LOOkinG
BACK AT
2020

“Potash” is a generic term describing 

various forms of potassium-bearing 

fertilizer products. the most com-

mon of these products is “Muriate of 

Potash” or “MoP”, which is potassium 

chloride (kCl) in a high-grade form. 

MoP provides the potassium macro-

nutrient in the formulation referred to 

as N-P-k, or Nitrogen-Phosphorus-

Potassium. MoP is the product that 

will be referred to in this article.

the potash business in 2020 was 

largely stable, however lacklustre 

from the producers’ and investors’ 

viewpoint of enjoying significant price 

By stEvE haLaBura P.gEO., haLaBura POtash COnsuLtIng LtD.

Mosaic’s new K3 Esterhazy mine is now in production, and while it will for the near-term 
replace production decreases from the older K2 and K1 mines, it does have the ability 
to increase production to meet any supply-demand imbalance, and by 2024 be ready to 
completely replace the older, high-cost mines.
PHOTO BY THE MOSAIC COMPANY.

gains. While there were complications 

caused by infrastructure and logistics 

difficulties induced by the CoVID-19 

pandemic, global demand remained 

generally strong, although there were 

regional differences in potash sales. 

the effect upon potash caused by the 

CoVID-19 pandemic was the same as 

for other bulk commodities, as lock-

downs and reduced staffing created 

slowdowns in transportation and 

distribution. as for positive develop-

ments, there were more recognition 

by analysts and the investment com-

munity that potash is indeed a unique 

business. In the words of bHP billiton, 

potash is a “forward-facing” com-

modity, whereby the trend toward 

increasing awareness as to environ-

mental responsibility and engage-

ment with local communities and 

stakeholders bolstered, rather than 

degraded the business.

2020 was very much a year like 2019, 

with prices overall down slightly from 

the start of Q1. the global price opened 

with contracts in the UsD$220 to 

UsD$235 per tonne range, with Can-

potex China contract prices currently 

at UsD$230 per tonne. for North 

american markets, potash opened 
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the year at UsD$375 per tonne, 

and by the end of september it was 

UsD$338. 

In asia, low palm oil prices led to 

weak demand from southeast asian 

potash purchasers. In europe, politi-

cal tension in belarus over the sum-

mer caused some supply difficulties, 

however the fall fertilizer season was 

normal. China and India markets also 

remained largely flat, with local dis-

ruptions due to CoVID protocols. 

However, North america enjoyed a 

better-than-average crop year, lead-

ing to increased demand, and a draw-

down of inventories, so while prices 

were down, increased sales volumes 

led to better financial performance 

by the big producers such as Nutrien 

and Mosaic. 

overall, world demand remained 

strong in 2020. In its forecast to 2022, 

the food and agriculture organiza-

tion of the United Nations (fao) re-

ports that world supply of potash will 

grow from 52.7 million tonnes in 2020 

to 54.2 million tonnes in 2022, while 

demand will grow from 38.7 million 

tonnes in 2020 to 40.2 million tonnes 

in 2022, which suggests an even 

supply/demand balance in the near-

term. Global production capacity is 

forecast to grow from 63.5 million 

tonnes in 2020 to 64.6 million tonnes 

in 2022, which is an increase of 1.1 mil-

lion tonnes. 

Given forecasts of continued strong 

demand into 2021, and with no new 

significant supply anticipated for the 

year, forecast prices are closer to 

UsD$275 to UsD$285. Nevertheless, 

one must be careful not to be too bull-

ish when forecasting future supply, as 

there are several factors that could 

affect this balance. Mosaic’s new k3 

esterhazy mine is now in production, 

and while it will for the near-term re-

place production decreases from the 

older k2 and k1 mines, it does have 

the ability to increase production to 

meet any supply-demand imbalance, 

and by 2024 be ready to completely 

replace the older, high-cost mines. 

the same can be said for saskatch-

ewan’s k+s bethune mine and Nu-

trien’s mining operations, all of which 

are capable of production expan-

sion should there be a strong need 

for more potash supply. It is not yet 

time to expect a return to the years 

2000 to 2005, where a significant 

disconnect between potash demand 

and supply led to the “Great Potash 

boom” and wild price appreciations.

In Canada, bHP billiton Canada Inc. 

(bHP) continued to delay its decision 

to commit its intended investment 

into the Jansen project, pushing back 

its decision deadline from february to 

mid-year 2021. the amount of the in-

vestment to finish Phase 1 of the mine 

is UsD$5.3 to $5.7 billion, with con-

struction expected to take five years. 

overall, its intended investment into 

the Jansen project is some UsD$17 

billion. bHP claims Jansen will be 

able to produce at around UsD$100 

per tonne. full expansion of the proj-

ect would require an additional three 

phases with each phase costing some 

UsD$4 billion each, thus creating a 

“monster mine” capable of producing 

some 16 million tonnes of potash per 

year. 

expansion plans for global, new pot-

ash capacity remained slow in 2020, 

in part due to continuing capacity 

surpluses. raising the capital required 

to build large (three Mtpy) mining 

and production facilities remains a 

challenge, with the global situation in 

2020 doing nothing to ease investor 

tensions. trade tensions between the 

Us and China have not only affected 

trade, but also impeded in the funds 

transfers that allow China to make in-

vestments overseas. Until these con-

cerns are eased, numerous large proj-

ects will remain stalled well into 2021. 

In 2020 the need for food security 

was brought into full view of the av-

erage consumer by disruptions to the 

food supply chain caused by the Co-

VID pandemic. this was not simply a 

function of availability, quality, and af-

fordability, but also of timely produc-

tion and delivery of consumer food 

products. on a local level, we can all 

remember empty shelves in super-

While there were complications caused by infrastructure and logistics difficulties induced 
by the COVID-19 pandemic, global demand remained generally strong, although there 
were regional differences in potash sales. PHOTO BY THE MOSAIC COMPANY.

In its forecast to 2022, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 
reports that world supply of potash will grow from 52.7 million tonnes in 2020

to 54.2 million tonnes in 2022. PHOTO BY THE MOSAIC COMPANY.
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markets this spring, including short-

ages of basic staples like flour and 

toilet paper. While on the global level 

fertilizers are impacted by increasing 

world population, decreasing arable 

land base, and a decrease in available 

cultivated acreage due to changes 

brought about by climate shifts, on 

a local level, supply chain disrup-

tions caused by shuttered production 

plants, increased logistical burdens, 

and imbalances between producers 

and processors all contribute to the 

“empty shelf” problem. 

the above challenges affecting the 

big mine sub-sector also affected 

the small mine sub-sector. by small 

mine sub-sector, I mean those junior 

resource companies that are seek-

ing new and innovative methods to 

mine potash and implement a busi-

ness model that uses smaller, modu-

lar mine and production facilities to 

make an MoP product that is sold to 

a specific end-user who may or may 

not be a co-owner of the facility. 

In Canada, progress by the smaller 

greenfield projects was focused upon 

organizing financing for specific proj-

ects. the most promising new techni-

cal development was announced by 

Western Potash Corp. (Western), that 

began the “active” phase of mining 

in 2020. Initial work was reported to 

be the construction of a sump using 

“cold” mining, which was then fol-

lowed by “hot” selective mining. No 

news has been released by the com-

pany as to the status of the project, or 

whether successful selective solution 

mining was achieved. 

as for the other small mine green-

field projects, including Gensource 

Potash (tugaske Project), CanPacific 

Potash (CanPacific), encanto Pot-

ash Corp. (Muskowekwan Project), 

Yancoal Canada (southey Project), 

karnalyte resources Inc. (Wynyard 

Project), Canada Potash Corp. (kirin 

Project), and Canada Golden fortune 

Potash Corp. (broadview Project), all 

continued work focused on enhanc-

ing the feasibility of their projects 

while exploring options for financing. 

one glimmer of hope for finding new 

sources of capital by this sub-sector 

is in part driven by the recognition 

by larger institutional investors of the 

importance of food security, and in 

part by the demise of investments 

into the oil and gas and cannabis 

sectors. there is pent-up demand by 

firms to place capital, and fertilizers 

Full expansion of the Jansen Potash Project would require an additional three 
phases with each phase costing some USD$4 billion each, thus creating a 
“monster mine” capable of producing some 16 million tonnes of potash per year.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BHP.

the most promising new technical development was 
announced by Western Potash Corp. (Western), that began 
the “active” phase of mining in 2020.
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BHP Billiton Canada Inc. (BHP) continued to delay its 
decision to commit its intended investment into the 
Jansen project, pushing back its decision deadline 
from February to mid-year 2021.
PHOTO COURTESY OF BHP.

largely as a year that showed nothing 

dramatic other than continued rec-

ognition by all players in the industry 

of that one unchanging, unarguable 

demand driver: population growth. It 

is beyond cliché to state the obvious 

that the eight-billion people to be on 

the planet by 2050 expect to be fed, 

and with climate change decreasing 

the amount of arable land, this will in-

crease demand for fertilizer. However, 

for the investor, this is cold comfort 

– the potash business is notorious 

for the inability of producers to set 

their own prices, so to be profitable, 

successful companies must continue 

their focus on reducing operating 

cost per tonne by means of constant-

ly evolving technology, streamlining 

the production and logistics chain, 

and supporting only the most effi-

cient operations. s

remain one of the few bright spots. 

the financial sector has not yet fully 

grasped the potential opportunity; 

however, 2021 may be an increase of 

capital placed into more advanced 

small mine sub-sector projects, in-

cluding the division of greenfield big 

mine projects into a small mine and a 

big mine component. 

as at the close of 2019, 2020 will exit 
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Teamwork benefits
the mining industry

for close to two decades, Prairie Ma-

chine, Precision electro Mechanical, 

and WeG have been in partnership, 

supporting the potash mining indus-

try with high-caliber products and 

superior client care. the key to this 

long-standing relationship is a busi-

ness model founded on trust and a 

vested interest in ongoing commit-

ment to quality. 

“When a group of companies have 

enough trust in each other to expose 

their vulnerable side, they can act 

as one company,” says Marc taillon, 

Ceo of Precision electro Mechanical, 

an electric motor and pump servicer 

located in saskatoon, saskatchewan. 

“Members of a company trust each 

other, and this trust surrounds them, 

the Mosaic k3 project, serviced by Prairie Machine 
equipment, exclusively uses WEg motors in their 

mining machines, with these motors being provided by 
Precision Electro Mechanical. 

Precision Electro Mechanical became a distributor of WEG motors in 2003.
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separating them from those outside 

the team. but what if there was this 

same trust between companies and 

this barrier was removed? remov-

ing along with it any doubt that one 

would take advantage of the other? 

that’s what I believe we have.”

It starts with WeG, a world-class mo-

tor manufacturer that continuously 

invests in innovation and efficient so-

lutions. With over 60 years of expe-

rience, they are recognized globally 

as the leaders and innovators in the 

electric motor marketplace. Precision 

electro Mechanical became a distrib-

utor of WeG motors in 2003. a locally 

run business, they are celebrated for 

providing non-stop professional ser-

vice and have built a highly respected 

team. lastly, bring in Prairie Machine, 

a leader in the manufacturing and 

supply of heavy-duty equipment 

and technical solutions for the min-

ing industry. the Mosaic k3 project, 

serviced by Prairie Machine equip-

ment, exclusively uses WeG motors 

in their mining machines, with these 

motors being provided by Precision 

electro Mechanical. together, these 

three businesses form a community 

of purpose – to do the right thing and 

look after their clients, building a sol-

id foundation of trust that everyone 

has come to believe in.

“the focus for all of us is high-perfor-

mance, high-quality products backed 

by the best-in-class support,” says 

kipp sakundiak, general manager 

and partner at Prairie Machine. “this 

shared approach makes it easy for 

excellence to become a habit. and 

these same virtues – the support, the 

trust, the expected standard of excel-

lence – that we have with each other 

is then passed onto our clients.”

this unique team of companies have 

built a successful business partner-

ship, taking on complementary roles 

that are integral to their ability to find 

solutions for the mining industry. 

“WeG has been fortunate to partner 

with Precision electro Mechanical 

and Prairie Machine to develop cut-

ting-edge, high-quality products for 

the potash industry. It is because of 

our trust in each other and our close 

collaboration, that we have been able 

to supply exceptional solutions for 

extremely difficult mining applica-

tions,” comments David Wassyng, 

vice-president of VJ Pamensky Can-

ada Inc./WeG Canada. 

“all this highlights the importance of 

people. We are accomplishing great 

things because of the group of peo-

ple in each of our companies that are 

willing to work together to get to that 

next level,” taillon concludes. “the 

end result is a group of well-respect-

ed businesses, amazing service, and 

all-around client satisfaction.” s
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the Government of saskatchewan 

has amended the Potash Produc-

tion tax regulations, 2020, which 

will improve opportunities in the 

potash sector, particularly for junior 

producers, around innovation and 

research and development (r&D).

the regulations will offer incentive 

tax credits of 40 per cent of eligible 

expenditures for qualified r&D proj-

ects and approved market develop-

ment programs. the amendments 

will allow companies to take full ad-

vantage of the credits by removing 

expiry dates and enhancing eligibil-

ity requirements. 

“these changes will promote the ex-

pansion of saskatchewan’s potash 

sector and ensure that our province 

remains the preferred jurisdiction in 

which to pilot innovative technolo-

gies,” said energy and resources 

Minister bronwyn eyre. “as we move 

into economic recovery, we want 

aMeNDeD PotasH reGUlatIoNs
seek to attract new 
innovation and investment

to attract and foster new, sustain-

able advancements in our province’s 

world-class resource sector.”

Qualified r&D projects must dem-

onstrate improved production ef-

ficiency, mitigate environmental 

impacts, reduce physical risks to 

employees and mine operations, or 

develop new and improved potash 

products. Companies must devel-

op new markets or expand existing 

ones to be eligible for market devel-

opment credits. 

“We are very pleased to see clear 

leadership with respect to the 

amendments to the saskatchewan 

Potash Production tax regulations,” 

said Mike ferguson, Gensource Pot-

ash Corp. president and Ceo. “the 

amended regulations dovetail with 

the leadership in innovation that 

Gensource is deploying at its tu-

gaske project. Gensource welcomes 

the amendments to the regula-

Above: The Saskatchewan potash sector accounts for approximately 
30 per cent of world production and directly employs approximately 
5,000 people.

Left: The new Potash Production Tax Regulations, 2020 will offer 
incentive tax credits of 40 per cent of eligible expenditures for 
qualified R&D projects and approved market development programs.

PHOTOS PROvIDED BY THE GOvERNMENT OF SASKATCHEWAN.

tions and look forward to provid-

ing long-term economic benefit to 

the saskatchewan community while 

demonstrating real-world esG lead-

ership.”

adds Giles Hellyer, president of 

bHP Canada Inc., “We welcome the 

amendments that recognize innova-

tion and believe such incentives can 

benefit the saskatchewan potash 

industry as it strives to pioneer new 

developments that enhance worker 

safety and environmental protec-

tions, as well as efficiency and pro-

ductivity.”

the saskatchewan potash sector 

accounts for approximately 30 per 

cent of world production and di-

rectly employs approximately 5,000 

people. full-year potash sales for 

2019 reached 12.3 million tonnes–the 

second highest on record–with sales 

expected to reach a record of nearly 

14 million tonnes in 2020. s
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find out more about Nutrien’s ken 

seitz, executive vice-president and 

Ceo, Potash, who heads up the 

world’s largest potash producer with 

over 20 million tonnes of potash ca-

pacity at its six potash mines in sas-

katchewan, Canada.

You’ve been leading Nutrien’s 
Potash business for just over 
one year now. What has been 
the highlight?

Seitz: Joining Nutrien brought to-

gether two of my passions into one 

dream role: mining and agriculture. I 

grew up on a farm near regina, so 

understanding farmers and their 

challenges is in my blood. 

the absolute highlight for me is 

the amazing people. We have an 

extraordinary team in Potash and 

across Nutrien, and their pride shows 

in their work. It’s energizing to work 

with employees who rally behind Nu-

trien’s purpose every day – to grow 

our world from the ground up. What 

a noble and exciting purpose to be a 

part of, focused on feeding the world 

safely and sustainably.

How has Nutrien responded to 
the COVID-19 crisis?

Seitz: one of our core values at Nu-

trien is safety, and throughout the 

CoVID-19 pandemic, we remained 

steadfast in our commitment to safe-

ty and protecting the health and well-

ness of our employees, their families, 

and our communities. It’s a respon-

sibility we’re extremely proud of. We 

also proudly continued operating 

as an essential service, so growers 

around the world will have the crop 

nutrients and solutions they need to 

feed people – now and into the future.

Moving potash 
to market
Q&a WItH keN seItz, eVP aND Ceo of PotasH at NUtrIeN

Ken Seitz,
Nutrien EVP and CEO of Potash. 

One of Ken Seitz’s highlights in his first year at Nutrien has been working with the amazing people.
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our potash mines have been able to 

run safely and effectively from the 

early stages of the pandemic through 

to today. our safety and procurement 

teams led the way by quickly tailor-

ing our pandemic response plan for 

CoVID-19 protocols and ensuring we 

had the appropriate PPe and safety 

supplies to respond to the virus so we 

could remain focused on serving our 

customers safely.

our commitment to the community 

hasn’t waned either. We continue to 

give back to the communities where 

we live and operate with a focus on 

keeping food programs running 

without disruption. In saskatchewan , 

our contributions total more than 

$550,000 out of the $1 million of 

CoVID funding earmarked by the or-

ganization. In addition to funds, we 

donated much-needed N95 masks 

to the saskatchewan Health author-

ity. We have also encouraged our 

employees to safely get out into the 

community and help where we can. 

We increased our time commitment 

for volunteering to five days per 

employee in this time of need. I am 

deeply proud of the way our employ-

ees have responded, with so many 

powerful stories of helping out where 

there are needs.

some of our community investments 

included supporting the food banks 

of saskatchewan feeding saskatche-

wan together campaign, the Greater 

saskatoon Catholic schools Nutrition 

Program, and the saskatoon tribal 

Council & White buffalo Youth lodge 

food for the Community program.

We’ve been fortunate that for the 

most part, CoVID-19 has not had 

a significant impact on our potash 

business. the supply chain of rail and 

truck to move our potash to market 

was not significantly impacted and 

we were able to deliver our potash to 

our offshore customers around the 

world and to our customers in North 

america in time for their spring plant-

ing needs, and one of our best fall fer-

tilizer application seasons. 

What does the future of 
potash look like for you?

Seitz: as the world’s largest soft rock 

operator, Nutrien Potash hasn’t shied 

away from our opportunities and 

challenges. there’s no substitute for 

potash, so there continues to be great 

opportunity here. 

the growing world population needs 

more food and Nutrien is honoured 

to serve the farmer – from ground to 

grower – to meet the demand. We’re 

fortunate Nutrien is at the epicentre 

of this important conversation – and 

we have to be, as a critical part of the 

saskatchewan and Canadian econo-

my. 

Nutrien continues to deliver solid 

performance and operational results. 

Learn more at SolexThermal.com
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Global potash demand continues to 

be strong, and it’s encouraging to see 

that through a great and early harvest 

season, North american farmers are 

seeing higher crop prices and taking 

the opportunity to lay down more 

affordable crop nutrients, including 

potash. 

Nutrien has its sights set on leading 

the way to become the safest, most 

reliable and lowest-cost potash pro-

ducer network. our Next Generation 

Potash program is leveraging the 

strengths of our sites, etC (engineer-

ing, tech and capital) and It teams to 

transform our network of six potash Nutrien’s Cory mine in one of six mines in its 
potash network in Saskatchewan.

Seitz volunteering with the Friendship Inn in 2019. Nutrien 
gives back to the communities where they live and operate 
and encourages employee volunteerism.

mines to achieve improved safety, 

increased productivity, reduced ex-

penses, and improved dependability 

and flexibility. through this collabora-

tive approach, the program focuses 

on five digital destinations: autono-

mous mining operations; advanced 

process control; integrated planning 

and dynamic scheduling; connected 

workforce; and predictive mainte-

nance.

for Nutrien to deliver on its strategy, 

we need a diverse, talented team. 

there’s no question that teams with 

greater diversity – be it experience, 

backgrounds, gender, or cultures – 

make better decisions with greater 

outcomes because there are fewer 

biases. but there are also great hu-

man benefits to prioritizing diversity 

and inclusion. I’ve seen firsthand in 

my travels and work around the world 

that the pursuit of happiness is the 

same for everyone: peace, tranquil-

ity, security. and we can get there by 

being mindful and treating everyone 

with the same respect and dignity ev-

ery day in our interactions with one 

another. s
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Mining companies rely on suppliers to 

solve their problems and be able to 

quickly turn around custom manufac-

tured goods to support their contin-

ued production. this is precisely what 

is expected of Croatia Industries, 

which they deliver with on-staff engi-

neers, trained craftsmen, and over 40 

years of experience. 

Croatia Industries is located in saska-

toon and serves the resource extrac-

tion and industrial sectors of Western 

Canada, which includes mining, pow-

er generation, manufacturing, for-

estry, and oil and gas. they cater to 

the unique machinery needs of their 

CroatIa INDUstrIes:
Customized manufacturing 
when you need it most

customers and offer the specialized 

equipment and trained staff neces-

sary to service those needs. they of-

fer a full-service facility, able to not 

only manufacture, but to also evalu-

ate, recommend, and implement so-

lutions with value. 

During previous expansions, Croa-

tia Industries added the capability 

to execute large machining projects 

through the acquisition of a six-axis 

CNC horizontal boring mill with a 20-

ton capacity, as well as a four-axis 

CNC lathe with capacity to machine 

workpieces 63 inches in diameter and 

30 foot length up to 15 tons.

Despite the recent declines in mining, 

Croatia Industries has opted to con-

tinue to invest in its operations and 

technology. recent capital invest-

ments include the installation of new 

machine tools such as a CNC horizon-

tal boring mill and a CNC lathe, which 

were completed in 2020. these new 

machines were strategically selected 

to enhance their production process-

es, which ultimately allows them to 

pass along decreased costs and de-

livery times to their customers.

While continuing to further their 

technical offerings, Croatia Industries 

has added the capability to digitally 

newly installed toshiba CnC horizontal Boring Mill.
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scan a component using its handheld 

metrology grade 3D scanner. they 

can now ascertain complex geometry 

and precise dimensional information 

faster than ever before. this scanning 

service is also offered for inspection 

and corrosion/erosion monitoring 

purposes for critical equipment. In 

addition to their technical services, 

they offer millwright and welding 

services to meet their customers me-

chanical inspection, repair, and as-

sembly needs.

Croatia Industries operate under a 

quality management system certified 

to Iso 9001:2015. they are a member 

of IsNetworld and their health and 

safety program is certified through 

the Certificate of recognition (Cor) 

program which ensures national oc-

cupational health and safety stan-

dards are met. 

Croatia Industries has established its 

position in the marketplace through 

unparalleled quality and exceptional 

customer service. these values run 

deep into the very core of the com-

pany. this bodes well to continue a 

tradition of supplying quality crafts-

manship in response to the real ne-

cessities of their customers – produc-

tivity, safety, reliability, precision, and 

confidence. 

for additional information, please vis-

it www.croatiaindustries.com. s

Newly installed Gurutzpe CNC Lathe.
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Local teams with global expertise, our strength is our people. 
Our competitive advantage is powered by over 20 years experience 

serving diverse industries.

Mechanical & Process Engineering
Experience includes design and engineered solutions for underground, surface and 
solution mining, process plant design and loadout optimization. Other expertise 
includes ion exchange improvements, compaction and screening design, wellfield 
design, brine piping and distribution design, loadout debottlenecking, thickener 
upgrades, bin refurbishment and loading pocket and headframe upgrades.

Structural & Civil Engineering
Specialized expertise in Finite Element Analysis including creating models to 
determine stresses and deflections in tanks, bins, silos, foundations and structural 
connections. Other expertise includes foundation design, shaft steel inspection and 
refurbishment.

Electrical, Instrumentation & Controls’ Engineering
Expertise in all areas of electrical, instrumentation and controls’ design, installation, 
supervision and commissioning. Specialized expertise in arc flash studies, hazardous 
location, smoke detection, PLCs and fire warning system design.

Owner’s Engineering Services
Experience providing project management and project direction on greenfield potash 
projects. Our expertise includes leading and directing pre feasibility studies, 
communication with stakeholders, scheduling, document control and preparation of 
RFP’s and scopes of work.

  Integrity | Adaptability | Safety | Quality
Saskatoon | Regina                                                               

www.marchconsulting.com

Engineering 
Project

Management
Owner’s 

Engineering 
Services

as all industrial sectors undergo digital transformation, 

March Consulting associates Inc. (March) is always look-

ing at quantitative methods to minimize risk and maximize 

return on investment (roI) for our clients who are plan-

ning to implement digital solutions for greenfield, as well 

as brownfield projects. from automating mining opera-

tions, intelligent 3D models used to model both greenfield 

and brownfield projects and simulating real-world scenar-

ios, there are a number of ways these solutions can digi-

tally transform the potash industry. automation itself is a 

broad topic within digital transformation with all existing 

mining operations looking at adding autonomy to their 

operations to improve safety, reduce operational costs, 

and increase efficiencies.

as is the case with any new technology, there are several 

things to consider when looking at automating any opera-

tion.

1.  Creative competition – as automation demands grow, 

numerous small- to mid-size manufacturers are starting 

to offer programmable logic controllers (PlCs) that are 

fully featured low-cost controllers that can compete di-

rectly with mainline PlCs. this may present a great op-

portunity for achieving automation while staying within 

budget constraints that a mining operation might be 

working under. March engineers have knowledge of 

these options and continue to investigate new applica-

ble options for the potash industry.

2.  Cybersecurity – every conversation related to digital 

transformation generally leads to network and cyber 

security. Unlike last-generation control systems, PlCs 

and DCss are now integrally connected over ethernet 

not just to other control devices, but also to external 

environments so they can be remotely supported. 

therefore, any network design needs careful consider-

ation to mitigate the risk of cyberattacks. further, ap-

plications such as cloud computing and data exchange 

with external systems impose a challenge and a poten-

tial cybersecurity threat to crucial mining operations. 

our experts in the area of controls can provide designs 

for connecting through firewalls to external networks 

while still maintaining the security which is always top 

of mind for any mining operation. 

3.  Disruptive technologies such as aI, machine learning, 

and augmented reality – as a part of digital transforma-

tion, all mining operations are also evaluating technolo-

gies such as artificial intelligence and machine learning 

and its application to real-world scenarios. Given the 

pandemic, augmented reality is another technology 

that may be very applicable for the future as travel is 

restricted. March has engineers with expertise in this 

area who can help to evaluate practical applications 

that can truly bring value to mining operations.

In summary, the area of automation continues to grow 

and provides great opportunities for all mining opera-

tions. In addition to the considerations above, the key 

challenge will be the interaction of autonomous equip-

ment with equipment that may need to be non-autono-

mous and manually-operated to ensure safe and efficient 

operations. Data extraction and communication becomes 

critical for a successful implementation.

March Consulting associates Inc. is a multi-discipline en-

gineering company providing engineering, procurement, 

project and construction management services to numer-

ous resource-based industrial and commercial enterpris-

es. With offices in saskatoon and regina, we have been 

serving these enterprises for over 21 years and proudly 

call saskatchewan home. s

Leading at the
fOrefrOnT
DIGItal traNsforMatIoN,
CYber seCUrItY, aND aUtoMatIoN
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Digital technology is everywhere. 

It is estimated that there are now 4.6 

billion Internet users globally, 5.1 bil-

lion mobile phone users, two billion 

online shoppers, and 3.7 billion social 

media users. every 60 seconds there 

are 200 million emails sent, 4.2 million 

Google searches made, and 60,000 

Instagram images uploaded.

the data created by all this almost 

unimaginable – a staggering 44 zet-

ta bytes.

this is doing amazing things for busi-

nesses as they harness the power 

of technology. but a new system or 

piece of software alone will not guar-

antee success. that is why a team 

from Jansen have been busy prepar-

ing a digital strategy to shape the fu-

ture of the business.

the team’s goal has been to put to-

gether a strategy that will help Jan-

sen thrive in the future. but this isn’t 

Jansen digital strategy 
shapes our future

just technology for technology’s sake. 

all digital initiatives will deliver mea-

surable value through cost reduction, 

throughput, recovery, utilization, and 

then immeasurable value through im-

provements to Hse and workforce 

culture. 

Breaking down geographic 
barriers

It starts with what the team calls inte-

grated project delivery, which allows 

for a high level of collaboration even 

in a decentralized team. 

the s3d and synchro tools help us in-

put data and have a 3D model on our 

portal. the data loaded into the mod-

el ranges from physical data, sched-

ule data, cost data, and operational 

data. enriching the engineering data, 

or shifting it from 3D to 4D to 5D and 

beyond, creates an almost infinite 

range of opportunities, including the 

ability to simulate construction.

Most recently, travel limitations have accelerated the deployment of wearable point-of-view cameras that allow off-site subject matter experts to support and guide on-site workers without 
the risk, cost, and inconvenience of physical travel. 

The S3d and synchro tools help us input data and have a 
3D model on our portal. The data loaded into the model 
ranges from physical data, schedule data, cost data, and 
operational data.



See what we see. 
A better world unearthed 
with a dierent perspective. 

bhp.com
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the project has adopted the philoso-

phy that data is entered only once, 

controlled at the source, and then 

consumable for further enrichment. 

In other words, as soon as data is 

published, it becomes visible at oth-

er locations and available to anyone 

who needs it: anytime, anywhere, and 

on any device. 

this has benefited our suppliers. We 

have been able to integrate the en-

gineering details with contracts and 

procurement, and then share this de-

tail with suppliers. this means they 

get the most accurate information. 

there’s no email, no misplaced docu-

mentation, no lag, the data is entered 

once and used many times. 

Disrupting construction for 
the better

Construction comes next, and even 

though this may sound like a purely 

physical pursuit, a data-centric ap-

proach can significantly improve pro-

ductivity.

typically, a complex construction 

project will have a number of pain 

points: document centricity, a lack of 

integration, as well as manually inten-

sive, sequential, and hierarchal pro-

cesses. the strategy aims to alleviate 

these by building an easily accessible 

library of quality documentation that 

is the single source of the truth for 

those involved in the project. 

the Integrated Construction Centre is 

where a whole heap of interconnected 

data is brought together for people in 

the field, from engineering, cost and 

schedule information, check sheets, 

punch lists, permits, work package 

data, incident management, as well 

as training and induction packages. It 

can even be used to book a seat on 

the bus or a room in the camp.

“this is not an assembly of discrete 

applications, this is a complete and 

integrated system that removes the 

need for overheads and administra-

tion, gets people into the field faster, 

and makes them more productive 

once they are there,” said Mike el-

liott, project director for Jansen and 

former head of engineering & digital 

strategy for the project. “a lot of the 

value that is gained is through con-

nectivity. Construction work pack up-

dates are pushed to mobile devices, 

services can be ordered from in the 

field, permits are linked to person-

nel training records, check sheets 

are linked to progress, area access is 

linked to your training and orienta-

tion…. and I can go on and on.”

according to brian Grosskleg from 

the technology team, this sounds like 

a simple concept, but has traditionally 

been hard to implement. 

“When we have the ability to effec-

tively retrieve technical details on 

demand throughout our operations it 

Part of the benefit of a greenfield operation is that the team 
has the opportunity to really challenge the status quo and 
build their vision from scratch.

typically, a complex 
construction project will 
have a number of pain 
points: document centricity, 
a lack of integration, as 
well as manually intensive, 
sequential, and hierarchal 
processes. 
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provides value to bHP’s staff and bot-

tom line through efficient, informed, 

and risk-mitigated decision making. 

this is a top priority for any project, 

and even more important when you 

consider the size of Jansen,” he said. 

Building on solid foundations

Part of the benefit of a greenfield op-

eration is that the team has the op-

portunity to really challenge the sta-

tus quo and build their vision from 

scratch.

so what does the future look like?

the team will look to learn from other 

bHP operations around the world in 

implementing integrated operations, 

digital asset management, and a digi-

tal value chain. 

the team is busy maturing non-tra-

ditional technology, including virtual 

and augmented reality capabilities, 

machine learning, reality capture 

techniques, and remote worker op-

tions. Most recently, travel limitations 

have accelerated the deployment of 

wearable point-of-view cameras that 

allow off-site subject matter experts 

to support and guide on-site workers 

without the risk, cost, and inconve-

nience of physical travel. 

automation is another theme. the 

team have a technology roadmap to 

fully automate borers with partner, 

sandvik. 

the borer has the technology to be-

come fully autonomous, including a 

guidance system and a ground-pene-

trating radar coupled with automated 

bolting. the value is in removing peo-

ple from potential harm, whilst signifi-

cantly increasing utilization as mining 

never really stops. 

People come first

While technology is often seen as the 

key in the future, Mike elliott has a dif-

ferent message.

“the technology available to us is 

amazing, but without the people to 

make it work, it is pointless. there 

has been a lot of hard work in build-

ing this strategy and a lot of training 

and dedication from our people to 

think differently and embrace a new 

mindset,” says elliott. “as this con-

tinues, I know we will deliver great 

outcomes across productivity, safety, 

and people engagement at Jansen. I 

look forward to seeing us bring this to 

life, together.”

Grosskleg agrees. “rome wasn’t built 

in a day, and it was not the chariots or 

the chisel that built it, but the people, 

using those tools,” he says. “this par-

allel can be made in digital technolo-

gy, all the gadgets on earth can’t help 

you if the user base isn’t comfortable 

using them.” s
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The AES Innovation Challenge

the International Minerals Innovation Institute’s (IMII’s) al-

ternative energy systems Innovation Challenge is a new 

initiative of the IMII. this challenge presents innovators 

with a unique opportunity to advance their technology 

solution for the minerals sector by working with saskatch-

ewan’s leading minerals companies, including potash pro-

ducers k+s Potash Canada GP, the Mosaic Company, and 

Nutrien ltd., as well as potash developer bHP Canada. IMII 

has allocated up to $500,000 Canadian dollars to support 

selected project proposals. In association with its industry 

members, the IMII will decide how many solutions may be 

selected for this Innovation Challenge and whether the to-

tal funding will be distributed to one, two, or a combination 

of innovators. 

the Innovation Challenge is designed to advance the suc-

cessful proponent(s) proposed solutions to be field-trial 

ready within two years, and to help meet the technology 

development and adoption needs of the minerals industry 

with respect to energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. 

this Innovation Challenge presents a strong opportunity 

for innovators to leverage additional funding from other 

sources and outside investment, while working more close-

ly with prospective minerals producers to demonstrate 

their technology in a customer’s facility. 

How the challenge works

the Innovation Challenge is designed to meet an opera-

tional, environmental, and value-added high priority of the 

minerals sector by identifying and preparing field trial-

ready solutions. by participating in the challenge, innova-

tors and potash producers could potentially achieve effec-

tive results, faster and cheaper, while building new supply 

chain alternatives for reducing energy use and greenhouse 

gas emissions.

the challenge is designed to ensure a focus on delivering 

field trial-ready solutions in a way that reduces the time, 

costs, and risks associated with pulling new solutions out 

of the supply chain and into use in operations.

this program aims to reach several advanced technology 

companies. by participating in the program, these technol-

ogy companies are expected to accelerate commercializa-

tion and increase the sales of their technology. through 

direct access to customers and collaborators, technology 

companies could advance and deploy their solution, be 

supported with best practices for scaling up technology, 

and leverage funding by having the value and relevance of 

their innovation demonstrated.

Timelines

IMII’s aes Innovation Challenge was launched in october 

and applications were due November 20th, 2020. a tech-

nical review team made up of industry and business devel-

opment professionals will score the applications and invite 

short-listed proponents to present early in 2021. Up to five 

technologies will be selected to participate in an “innova-

tion sprint” over the remainder of 2021, during which their 

technologies will be supported to move down the path to 

commercialization, allowing the industry to select a win-

ner by year’s end. the winning technology and company 

will then have access to a mine and/or mill to demonstrate 

that the technology could be deployed at scale and meet 

operating requirements.

“Developing and adopting low-carbon and resilient tech-

nology is a key component of any meaningful plan to ad-

dress the challenges represented by climate change,” says 

al shpyth, IMII’s executive director. “Innovation challenges 

have proven to connect technology development with 

technology adoption. IMII’s alternative energy systems In-

novation Challenge will help to advance technologies that 

support emissions reductions and lower industry’s fuel and 

electricity costs while maintaining the province’s energy 

resiliency.” s

iMii’s alternative energy 
Systems innovation Challenge

aDVaNCING solUtIoNs 
for saskatCHeWaN’s 
PotasH ProDUCers
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rock mechanics involve developing an understanding of 

how rock responds to changes in equilibrium and then 

applying that understanding to addressing scenarios that 

range from localized ground-control issues to mine-wide 

issues related to accessibility and stability. a rock-me-

chanics program amasses information from three inter-

dependent elements to develop effective solutions that 

work within the confines of the local geology. the ele-

ments that comprise the three “legs” of the rock-mechan-

ics stool are mine measurements and field observation; 

laboratory testing; and numerical modeling.

In the mine 

We can informally determine the mine behaviour by ob-

serving what is good behaviour or bad behaviour, but 

some indications of change or instability are subtle and 

may not be visually apparent. Mine measurements provide 

data to quantify the mine behaviour by evaluating trends 

in the recorded data. these data, when taken through-

out the mine on a regular basis, enhance worker safety 

by identifying areas where ground-control problems are 

developing. a recorded behaviour against which numeri-

cal models can be validated is also provided by this data. 

In the laboratory

tests are the fundamental method for measuring rock 

behaviour under simple and well-controlled conditions. 

tests provide data to interpolate and extrapolate the ex-

pected rock behaviour under various conditions; however, 

bad data are often worse than no data. salt and potash 

are difficult to fail under moderate confining stresses; 

consequently, unconfined compressive strength (UCs) 

tests do not adequately represent strength, and poorly 

designed creep tests may not properly characterize long-

term deformation. Good data improve our understanding 

of the fundamental rock behaviour, and interpretation of 

the data helps us to develop site-specific behaviour mod-

els for numerical modeling.

On the computer 

Numerical modeling has become a prominent tool to fore-

cast and interpret mine behaviour. an effective modeling 

approach should be grounded in reality, and arbitrarily 

changing modeling parameters under the guise of “en-

gineering judgement” can grossly mischaracterize mine 

behaviour, especially in potash. this approach has result-

ed in the adage of “garbage in, garbage out”, which has 

led some to believe that modeling is worthless, when in 

reality, the modeling approach was poorly implemented. 

an approach based on accurate field and laboratory data 

can be used to forecast the mine behaviour in real-world 

terms, such as the susceptibility for roof falls, load-bear-

ing pillar capacity, and long-term response of the mined 

excavation. the results can also be used to interpret the 

mine behaviour by comparing the measured and predict-

ed behaviours. Good agreement suggests that the mine is 

behaving as expected. the extent or severity at which the 

actual behaviour deviates from the expected behaviour 

can indicate the potential impacts on the global stability 

of the mine.

this three-legged approach strives to reduce the inher-

ent risk in mining by developing a better understanding 

of mine behaviour. each leg is equally important, and 

heavily relying on a single component can lead to illogi-

cal ends, such as an overly conservative design or unsafe 

conditions. this consideration is especially important in 

salt and potash mines, where the mine behaviour is unlike 

that of many other commodities. over the past 50-plus 

years, resPeC has tested, modeled, and observed salt 

and potash behaviour from nearly every actively mined 

evaporite deposit in the world. our approach has suc-

cessfully guided decisions regarding mine design optimi-

zations and provided a comprehensive assessment of the 

utility of existing workings and long-term stability, as well 

as suitable management of the resource. s

Salt and potash
rock mechanics 
tHe IMPortaNt CoNCePt of
tHe tHree-leGGeD stool



As your integrated service provider, we bring you a range of services 
in geology, engineering, materials testing, and secure data management. 
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With the ongoing partnership with 

the saskatchewan building trades 

Council and the Construction op-

portunities Development Council 

Inc. (CoDC), they have worked to 

establish a new focus on recruiting 

under-represented peoples in the 

province.

the construction industry has an ag-

ing workforce and will lose almost a 

quarter of it to retirement over the 

next decade. forecasts also indicate 

that in the medium to long term, the 

tHe CoDC:
investing in Saskatchewan’s 
workforce to service
the potash industry

industry will continue to grow. this 

means that the industry will need to 

recruit and train new workers from 

non-traditional populations. these 

groups of people include women, 

Indigenous people, new Canadians, 

and all youth in the province. all of 

these groups have unique needs and, 

with the right focus, can be the next 

generation of tradespeople support-

ing themselves, their families, and 

our province.

the first step makes it tough for 

Lyle Daniels is the Inclusion 
Manager for the Construction 

Opportunities Development 
Council Inc. (CODC).

The first step makes it 
tough for many to join the 
construction industry. this 
is why we need to reach 
out further and establish 
a common place for these 
groups to develop a plan for 
their future in construction.

many to join the construction in-

dustry. this is why we need to reach 

out further and establish a common 

place for these groups to develop 

a plan for their future in construc-

tion. It’s more than starting at a 

construction site. Many new people 

in the trades need to start with a re-

searched career plan, which helps 

them to understand how they can 

become a journeyperson through 

the apprenticeship system. a solid 

career plan also helps the individual 

to understand the expectations of a 

career in the skilled trades, so they 

are well prepared for the life and op-

portunities of a construction worker. 

the CoDC’s build together program 

partners with a variety of industry 

stakeholders to develop and deliver 

such career plans. We are not just of-

fering a job; we are offering lifetime 

career opportunities for the people 

of saskatchewan. s
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301- 2555 Grasswood Road
Saskatoon SK  S7T 0K1

Phone: 306-652-4989
www.troncm.com

Building the Future Together.
Tron has been delivering excellence in infrastructure and construction services for 
more than 20 years. We handle the logistics before, during and after construction 
projects for industry sector leaders while offering consulting, general contracting, 
construction management & design build services.

■ General Contracting & Construction

■ Top of Class Safety

■ Integrity with Pride

■ Purpose Driven

PRIORITIESSafety & Quality.
Tron works in an environment that has safety as a first 
priority, ensuring safety and quality standards are met and 
fostering continual improvement throughout the company. 
Tron has earned industry accepted certifications such as 
COR, ISO9001:2015, ASME and CWB.
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candorail.com
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COMPLETE RAIL SOLUTIONS
 OPTIMIZE THE BULK MATERIAL SUPPLY CHAIN AT MORE THAN 40 LOCATIONS 

ACROSS NORTH AMERICA 

 CONNECT CLASS 1 RAILWAYS AND INDUSTRY

 END-TO-END SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION PLATFORM THAT ENABLES  
MANAGEMENT AND COST CONTROL FOR SHIPPERS (QUASAR)

Cando rail services helps move 19 

million tons of potash a year, handling 

approximately 90 per cent of all pot-

ash produced in Canada. Cando pro-

vides services ranging from unit train 

operations, to railcar switching, to air 

brake testing, and more. Cando helps 

its customers and the Class 1 railways 

come up with solutions to complex 

challenges that allow them to move 

massive volumes of potash more ef-

ficiently by rail.

another important part of the service 

Cando provides potash producers 

with comes from the company’s track 

expertise. Cando engineering crews 

have been providing track services 

at potash mines for decades and it’s 

a huge value-added service for cus-

tomers.

“We have the track expertise and 

equipment to provide things like 

track inspections, tie and rail change 

outs, and snow removal on site so the 

customer can focus on what they do 

best – producing potash,” says Dave 

Peters, manager of engineering for 

Western Canada.

Embedded track maintenance 

to ensure customers can meet their 

logistics deadlines, Cando works with 

existing potash producers providing 

on-site embedded track maintenance 

crews to monitor and repair tracks 

during operations. embedded crew 

personnel are trained and qualified 

CaNDo:
keeping potash on track

with Canadian rail operating rules, 

General Mine safety awareness, and 

tIGs. Cando can assess customer re-

quirements based on their operations 

and provide the necessary crew and 

equipment to maintain, repair, and 

advise on track requirements.

Cando also provides an experienced 

track inspector to do annual inspec-

tions. from those recommendations, 

Cando will prepare a five-year rec-

ommended maintenance plan with 

budgetary numbers so customers 

can plan appropriately for future 

needs. Cando can also provide a CN-

approved certified red seal welder 

for switch component welding and 

grinding maintenance. a regular 

welding and grinding maintenance 

program can extend the life of turn-

out components by years and reduce 

EMBEDDED traCk MaIntEnanCE
a key aspect to Cando’s service is long-term track maintenance contracts where 
Cando crews are on the ground providing track maintenance experience on a 
daily, weekly, or monthly basis for the customer. The client can customize their 
daily, weekly or monthly plan to include whatever track requirements suit their 
needs. Light and medium maintenance services include:

•  Track inspection •  Track upgrades (including design/build)

•  Thermite welding and destressing •  Rail joint build up •  Switch grinding
•  Tie and rail change out •  Surfacing and alignment
•  Adjusting switches and complete turnout replacements/installations
•  Crossing replacements and repairs
•  Track remediation services such as replacement of failed sub-ballast
•  Snow and ice removal •  Derailment assistance and repairs
•  Evaluating track assets and catering a multi-year maintenance plan to suit

frog and switch point changeouts. 

With eyes in the field and an expe-

rienced estimating team in office, 

Cando offers a full spectrum of rail 

services. ongoing maintenance can 

alleviate costly repairs and is a safe-

guard against potential track failure. 

With one of the best in-house safe-

ty programs and with top ratings in 

North america, customers’ track re-

quirements are covered by a team 

with over 45 years of combined ex-

perience. 

“We’re a phone call away from what-

ever the customer needs,” says Pe-

ters. “We can do extra inspections, 

help with a derail or perform a quick 

maintenance job to make sure their 

tracks are in good shape and within 

operating standards. If they have any 

track issues, we’re there.” s

Cando engineering crews have been providing track services at potash mines for decades and 
it’s a huge value-added service for customers.



candorail.com
quasar.tt

COMPLETE RAIL SOLUTIONS
 OPTIMIZE THE BULK MATERIAL SUPPLY CHAIN AT MORE THAN 40 LOCATIONS 

ACROSS NORTH AMERICA 

 CONNECT CLASS 1 RAILWAYS AND INDUSTRY

 END-TO-END SUPPLY CHAIN OPTIMIZATION PLATFORM THAT ENABLES  
MANAGEMENT AND COST CONTROL FOR SHIPPERS (QUASAR)
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the underground mining and con-

struction sectors have always de-

pended on ground support. High-

ly stressed or squeezing ground, 

rock burst conditions, brittle frac-

ture – these conditions pose many 

challenges for mining operations 

dedicated to keeping their employ-

ees safe. thankfully, innovations in 

ground support technology have 

accommodated more extensive ex-

cavation and larger equipment, and 

meant greater productivity overall, 

all while increasing safety, flexibility, 

and mine life in the process. 

recent advances in ground support 

have included new and improved 

rock and cable bolt elements, in-

creased use of encapsulated rock 

bolts, improved one-pass bolt instal-

lation systems, better understanding 

of corrosion and corrosion protec-

Supporting the
potash industry from 
(below) the ground up

MINe sUPPlY CoMPaNY reINtroDUCes
JeNNMar to tHe WesterN CaNaDIaN Market

tion, and the development of new 

types of mesh and spray-on liners. 

testing systems, modeling advanc-

es, deeper understanding of rock-

fall conditions, and implementation 

of quality assurance procedures in 

ground control management pro-

grams have helped to ensure con-

tinual improvement in this area. 

Safety. Service. Innovation.

these principles are the guiding force 

behind JeNNMar, a global, family-

owned company that has been dedi-

cated to leading the way in ground 

control technology and manufactur-

ing for more than 40 years. In May 

of 2020, President tony Calandra 

announced JeNNMar was returning 

to the Canadian market, with a sud-

bury-based production facility set 

to begin operations by March 2021. 

In august, JeNNMar announced it 

had selected Mine supply Company 

of saskatchewan as their distributor 

for Western Canada

“Having had a previous relationship 

with Mine supply, we have a well-es-

tablished understanding of our col-

lective goals,” said David Hurd, man-

aging director, JeNNMar Canada. 

“With our support, and their location 

and reputation, we know their team 

will serve the needs of Western Can-

ada’s mining sector extremely well.” 

Mine supply is looking forward to 

sharing JeNNMar’s expanded port-

folio of ground support options, as 

the company’s catalogue has grown 

to include several significant, con-

nected product lines since it left the 

Canadian market in 2014.
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JENNMAR’s industry affiliates 
– Quality, compliance, 
efficiency, availability 
 and safety 

JeNNMar’s strength has always lied 

in the company’s ability to offer multi-

phase solutions for client projects, all 

while committed to ensuring supply 

chain confidence. Half of JeNNMar’s 

20 strategically-located production 

facilities are dedicated to ground 

control product. from engineering 

to resin manufacturing, rolled-steel 

and drill-steel manufacturing, cus-

tom steel fabrication, precision wear 

parts, tools and bits, chemical roof 

support and sealing products, staff-

ing solutions, transportation and 

more, the company ensures clients 

have support at every stage of their 

projects.

one of Mine supply’s favourite ad-

ditions to the JeNNMar catalogue 

includes XCal tools, a company 

that has been manufacturing preci-

sion wear parts, tools and bits made 

from tungsten carbide and steels (in-

cluding underground roof bits, coni-

cals, radial tools, and more) for over 

two decades. these quality products 

are produced in four facilities in West 

Virginia, ohio, Virginia, and kentucky, 

where they produce more than 50 

grades of cemented carbide and also 

have the capacity to develop tougher 

grades to meet industry demands. 

J-lok continues to produce state-

of-the-art resin designed to comple-

ment JeNNMar products.

Marc Collette, Mine supply Com-

pany’s manager of sales & business 

development, stresses the unique ad-

vantages of an integrated manufac-

turer with so many North american-

based facilities. 

“JeNNMar’s investment in regional 

manufacturing minimizes both sup-

ply and logistical risks overall, and 

ensures faster delivery at a lower 

freight cost. and their quality control 

is unparalleled,” says Collette, add-

ing that Mine supply has expanded 

its warehouse footprint to house-fin-

ished, manufactured ground support 

inventory in order to meet the needs 

of clients.

as with all of its products, the Mine 

supply Company team remains con-

nected with end-users at site, work-

ing with clients to develop solutions 

for site-specific issues. With more 

than a century of combined opera-

tions, sales and procurement expe-

rience, the team knows the value of 

premium products.

to find out more about this sas-

katchewan company and its premium 

product lines, connect with the team 

at sales@minesupplyco.com, or call 

306-653-1056. s

KRISTIAN
ELECTRIC LTD

SALES, PARTS & SERVICE
Overhead Cranes
Jibs & Monorails

Powered & Manual Hoists 
Rigging Supplies

Miller Welders & Accessories
Induction Heating Equipment

Hypertherm Industrial Cutting
Hobart Filler Metals

www.kristian.ca
Saskatoon 306-343-9111

Calgary 403-292-9111
Edmonton 780-444-6116
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In late 2020, three five-deck high-ca-

pacity stack sizer® screens fitted with 

850-micron Polyweb® screen panels 

will be installed in australia for sulfate 

of potash recovery. this will be the 

first installation of stack sizers for this 

application in australia. these high-

capacity, small footprint screens will 

produce significantly higher yields 

than the previous equipment used 

in the application, allowing recovery 

operations to focus on capturing as 

much product as possible with mini-

mal additional work. Derrick’s unique 

Polyweb urethane screen panels on 

the stack sizer reduce near-size blind-

ing to maintain optimum efficiency, 

while offering unmatched panel life. 

Working together with global potash 

producers to improve mill recovery 

and efficiency, Derrick continues to 

develop proprietary high-capacity, 

high-efficiency, robust and reliable 

screening solutions for the potash in-

dustry.

derrick screens raise potash and 
phosphate recovery, reduce cost

the Derrick stack sizer replaces con-

ventional high-amplitude horizon-

tal banana-type screens before the 

screening surface. Compared with the 

low-screening efficiency of conven-

tional screens, the stack sizer offers 

lower circulating loads, low structural 

maintenance costs, and reduced brine 

spray on the screen deck to liberate 

fines, thereby raising productivity and 

process efficiency.

In early 2020, Derrick introduced its 

latest screening innovation, the su-

perstack® to the world and it soon 

caught the attention of the potash in-

dustry. With its eight vibrating screen 

decks operating in parallel, combined 

with a 30 to 35 per cent increase in 

effective screening width compared 

with Derrick’s 5-Deck stack sizer, 

this novel machine exceeds the stack 

sizer’s capacity by two-and-a-half to 

three times.

SuperStack enters South Africa

In 2018, Derrick-africa recommend-

ed 10 5-Deck stack sizers to a major 

phosphate producer to upgrade their 

plant, but were not considered purely 

on price. In early 2019, Derrick re-at-

tempted to enter the phosphate mar-

ket by offering superstack screens in-

stead of stack sizers. once again, the 

offer was rejected due to uncertainty 

of the new technology. In January 

2020, however, Derrick re-visited the 

producer in Cape town and offered 

them four superstacks instead of 10 

5-Deck stack sizers. they showed 

that the superstacks would result in 

significantly reduced infrastructure. 

through a cost-benefit analysis, Der-

rick’s offer won the $2.3 million ten-

der, allowing the first superstack in-

stallation to proceed in africa. 

Michelle lawrence, Coo, kropz says, 

“the four superstacks offer an el-

egant and cost-optimized solution 

to increasing throughput of the mill-

ing circuit and top-size presentation 

to the flotation circuit. We look for-

ward to recommissioning the plant 

0.50 mm Potash Screening, Chile - (9) 5-deck Stack Sizers.
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and working together with Derrick to 

maximize overall efficiencies.”

the superstack’s demonstrated safe-

ty and maintenance, environmental, 

and societal benefits include:

Safety and Maintenance
•  Totally enclosed, lubricated-for-life 

vibratory motors

•  Lightweight, easy-to-install screen 

panels

•  Front-to-back screen panel tension-

ing reduces changing time to less 

than one minute per panel

•  Exceptionally low maintenance re-

quirements

Environmental

•  Low, 10 HP power consumption

•  Sacrificial, replaceable anodes help 

prevent corrosion on the live frames 

in the harsh potash environment

•  Stainless-steel support structure and 

porcelain-coated screen frame con-

struction for long-term durability

•  Reduced infrastructure

Societal

•  Maximum efficiency in recovery and 

improved grade to ultimately in-

crease crop yields

SuperStack in phosphate 
recovery

Phosphate recovery applications 

have opened new opportunities for 

both the superstack and stack sizer 

screens in south africa and florida 

in the U.s. In florida, five stack siz-

ers have replaced Derrick Multifeed 

screens for a long-term (30+ years) 

Derrick customer. this firm concluded 

that the time was right to upgrade 

their operation to the latest proven 

Derrick technology.

The future of SuperStack in 
potash/phosphate industry

through successful installations, the 
superstack is demonstrating efficien-
cy and cost savings in the recovery 
of potash and phosphate. success-
ful installations are expected to rise 
as its reputation expands, making it 
an important element in serving the 
ever-expanding need for these vital 
agricultural products throughout the 
world. 

for more information, contact: 
amit Jain 
Mining & Industrial Division 
Derrick Corporation 
email: ajain@derrick.coms 

screening Dead sea potash

Stainless-steel version of 
SuperStack for potash/
phosphate. 

Principles of Operation – 
SuperStack.
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When the initial planning for the sas-

katchewan Industrial and Mining sup-

pliers association (sIMsa) was being 

done in 2012 through 2013, several 

goals were set. so, how did we do?

following consultations with a num-

ber of saskatchewan suppliers to 

the mining and resource industries, a 

group of local supplier-company per-

sons incorporated sIMsa in March 

2013. the association was initiated by 

a board of eight, and when sIMsa’s 

logo was created, the eight green 

dots in it are representative of the 

eight original directors. It should be 

noted that the saskatchewan Minis-

try of trade and export Development 

played a key role in sIMsa’s formative 

process and its early operations.

SiMSa had a plan,
so how did we do?

at that time, saskatchewan’s min-

ing sector was on the end of a major 

capital spending initiative by several 

mining companies. the thought was 

that saskatchewan suppliers had not 

captured enough of the spend, as 

they wrote in sIMsa’s planning doc-

uments, “Clearly there is an oppor-

tunity to increase saskatchewan’s 

participation in supplying goods and 

services in the resource industry.” 

they went on to say that, “to this 

point, the extensive saskatchewan 

supplier base serving these indus-

tries has not been well represented.”

In a unique environment of coopera-

tion, a sector review was completed 

and sIMsa was conceptualised. 

they wrote, “Industry understands 

the importance of working together 

to assist in promoting saskatchewan 

capabilities and has an interest in 

working collaboratively to capture 

more work within saskatchewan 

borders. this desire to work togeth-

er and to promote local capabilities 

has resulted in the formation of the 

saskatchewan Industrial and Mining 

suppliers association (sIMsa).”

sIMsa’s primary focus was to be on 

increasing the saskatchewan-based 

market share in saskatchewan proj-

ects and representing the interests 

of the members in order to influence 

government and industry. the key 

criteria for membership were that a 

company had to have a permanent 

physical office and at least three em-

ployees in the province. 

Saskatchewan’s Minister of Energy and Resources Bronwyn Eyre addresses SIMSA members.



Since 2013, members of the Saskatchewan Industrial and Mining Suppliers Association (SIMSA)  
have helped keep Canadian companies performing on the global stage, forming the backbone  
of the fast-growing Saskatchewan industrial economy along the way. 

Now you can put that real-world experience to work for your operations.

With well over 200 members (and growing), our world-class problem solvers will meet your 
deadlines and budget and help you find ideas that work in the real world. From construction  
pros to engineering experts and more, we’ll help you tackle your biggest challenges. 

What can SIMSA members do for your business? Visit our website to explore our  
Saskatchewan Supplier Database and find out. 

Explore the Possibilities
Expert mining solutions from SIMSA

www.sksd.ca

Database funding sponsors
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In the beginning, the association’s 

membership included 22 companies: 

the goal of 100 members was target-

ed for 2016, 200 members for 2018, 

and 300 members for 2023.

a target of hosting two to three 

events per year, with a combination 

of social, networking, and education, 

was set for 2016, and four events per 

year was foreseen at 2017.

In 10 years, sIMsa was to also be the 

go-to place for market information 

on projects/opportunities. the ac-

tivities foreseen would, “Proactively 

promote saskatchewan capabilities 

to producers, ePC/ePCM, and oeM 

companies within the geographic 

region of saskatchewan.” they also 

thought that, “Materials and tools will 

be developed to educate, engage, 

and raise awareness.”

Plans for a website were made, which 

was to “...include an online search-

able database, profiling members’ 

goods and services capabilities.”

they foresaw that sIMsa, “...will 

partner with other organizations on 

issues and activities of common in-

terest while representing the sas-

katchewan priorities that have not 

been currently captured by existing 

supplier-based organizations. the 

intent of sIMsa is to partner and le-

verage activities with existing asso-

ciations (both resources-based and 

general business) where common in-

terests exist while profiling saskatch-

ewan supply solutions.”

Today:

•  SIMSA hosts at least 12 educational 

and procurement-related events 

per year, which is well ahead of 

the target of four. these events 

are largely in partnership with sas-

katchewan’s major mining and en-

ergy companies, plus their ePCMs, 

and have been the catalyst for the 

association’s growth.

•  SIMSA now has over 220 members 

and has actually grown through the 

CoVID crisis. Comparatively, sIM-

sa’s membership was 74 in sep-

tember of 2016 and almost tripled 

within the subsequent three years, 

while another construction-related 

association saw more than a 40 per 

cent decline in membership. the 

target of 300 members by 2023 is 

still on track.

•  The Saskatchewan Supplier Data-

base has been built and is a sortable 

shortlisting tool of sIMsa member 

abilities and products. this item 

was paid for and designed in col-

laboration with bHP, the Govern-

ment of Canada, the Government 

of saskatchewan, Husky energy, 

Mosaic, Nutrien, saskenergy, sask-

Power, and tC energy. the data-

base generated $97 million in sales 

for sIMsa members over the past 

year.

•  SIMSA provides daily markets and 

services updates by email, as well 

as a monthly newsletter.

•  SIMSA regularly meets with gov-

ernment and other associations in 

a cooperative effort to build a bet-

ter saskatchewan.

the initial vision for sIMsa’s activi-

ties and how it was to function were 

captured and always kept in mind; 

and by following them, the member-

ship grew as forecasted. the current 

pandemic required sIMsa to shift 

from an in-person to a virtual deliv-

ery mode, and provide some training 

on it, but the spirit in which things 

are done and the focus on saskatch-

ewan’s supply chain has and will not 

change. s

LET US HELP DESIGN, BUILD & 
MAINTAIN YOUR POTASH FACILITY

FWSgroup.com

In the beginning, the association’s membership included 22 
companies: the goal of 100 members was targeted for 2016, 
200 members for 2018, and 300 members for 2023.
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sensor-based sorting is becom-

ing increasingly prevalent for min-

ing operations as a method to re-

move waste or to upgrade ore prior 

to downstream hydrometallurgical 

processing. sensor-based ore sort-

ing has the potential to upgrade 

feed prior to milling and hydromet-

allurgical processes, thereby reduc-

ing plant footprints, tailings storage 

facilities, and energy consumption. 

However, potash projects and opera-

tions need to know if this technology 

is appropriate, and what its optimal 

parameters are.

The problem

of all the ore sorting technologies 

available, X-ray transmission (Xrt) 

sorters are one of the most com-

mon choices. that is because Xrt 

sorters pass high-intensity X-rays 

Sensor-based sorting
for potash operations
By rEBECCa gOttO anD LuCInDa WOOD, saskatChEWan rEsEarCh COunCIL

through particles, not just their sur-

faces, to generate images of varying 

greyscale that indicate mineralogical 

differences within the particle and 

then mechanically separate them.

a popular test currently used to 

evaluate the amenability of the ore 

to X-ray sorting is to simply pass 

the particles through an industrial 

sorter and obtain grey-scale images 

based on default imaging param-

eters. this test provides information 

on the presence of mineralogical 

differences, but it does not provide 

an understanding of the actual min-

eralogical composition of the ore. It 

also does not necessarily pick up all 

the differences owing to its default 

imaging parameters, especially for 

lesser known commodities or com-

plex ores. 

The solution

a new test performed by the sas-

katchewan research Council (srC) 

that combines high-resolution X-ray 

micro Computer tomography (Ct) 

with QeMscan has the ability to 

gather not only information about 

the amenability of ore to Xrt sort-

ing, but to obtain valuable informa-

tion about mineralogy and optimum 

sensing parameters that can stream-

line metallurgical test work pro-

grams. to complete the test, srC’s 

team conducts 3D Ct scanning on 

potash samples to obtain volumet-

ric information of individual mineral 

phases. QeMscan is then used to 

calibrate the greyscale values of the 

3D volume, which reflects different 

atomic numbers of minerals in the 

potash sample.

this test also provides information 

relating to grain size and associated 

X-ray attenuation coefficients, de-

sired mineral presence, and infor-

mation relating to associated min-

erals and clays used to later assist 

with developing sorting algorithms. 

this ensures that industry can get a 

quick and accurate understanding of 

whether sorting is the right technol-

ogy for their needs and have the op-

timum parameters to proceed with 

their metallurgical test work. this 

also results in streamlined metallur-

gical test work as the range of pa-

rameters to be tested have already 

been optimized beforehand.

Industrial Ct systems offer great 

versatility and many advantages in 

analyzing large or dense materials, 

such as mineral containing potash, 

SRC’s Industrial CT Scanner. PHOTO PROvIDED BY SRC.
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with high X-ray attenuation, while 

providing significantly higher spatial 

and contrast resolution than com-

mon scanning techniques. In addi-

tion, whole cores can be analyzed 

without the need for crushing them, 

which greatly assists with ores from 

exploration programs. QeMscan can 

provide valuable mineralogical in-

formation of associated (and miner-

alogically) similar minerals to better 

understand the upgrading potential 

of an X-ray sorter. 

The advantages

Combining the Ct and QeMscan can 

address many limitations of the cur-

rent way to determine whether Xrt 

sorting technology is appropriate for 

particular ores. Mineralogy informa-

tion from QeMscan can identify in-

cidences of mineral encapsulation, 

problematic clays and detrimental 

minerals, as well as calibrate the 

greyscale values of Ct data. the 3D 

Ct imaging carried out on cores pro-

vides spatial information of the ore, 

mineral grades and grain size distri-

bution without crushing them. these 

together can form a unique dataset 

that helps to characterize the forma-

tion and optimize the extraction pro-

cess for potash and other minerals 

that no other test is able to do.

the most important advantage, per-

haps, is that it is a non-destructive 

test. It also requires no special sam-

ple preparation, is flexible in sample 

geometry and size, can be scanned 

at extremely low resolution, and the 

scanning time is also considerably 

low compared to similar tests. 

The applications

there are many cases where this 

new test would be highly valuable 

CLIENT EXPERIENCE
We pride ourselves in taking care of our clients and 
creating long-term relationships.

Our integration of multiple services sets us apart because 
clients can get all of the services they require directly 
from one service provider. You can expect consistent 
communication, customer service and sustainable 
solutions, regardless of which department you need.

Saskatoon * Regina * Calgary * Winnipeg
Toll Free 1-866-502-3355
Email info@dynamoelectric.ca
www.dynamoelectric.ca

Dynamo Electric sets a global standard as an 
integrated provider of engineering, technical and 
construction services in the mining, industrial and 
utility sectors. We strive to be the best at what we do, 
from providing solutions with sustainable value for our 
customers, to ensuring we maintain an exceptional 
work environment for our people.

• Engineering
• Technical Services
• Construction
• Maintenance
• Steel Fabrication
• Training

BETTER BY
DESIGN

to industry, including core digitiza-

tion for core logging and profiling; 

measuring spatial information such 

as grade, grain size distribution, 

surface contact areas between min-

erals; helping to optimize processing 

parameters where ore sorting is a po-

tential unit operation; and monitoring 

dynamic processes such as solution 

mining and geomechanical tests.

for more information, please visit 

www.src.sk.ca. s

Industrial CT systems offer great versatility and many advantages in analyzing large or dense 
materials, such as mineral containing potash, with high X-ray attenuation...
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In 2018, the Canadian Construction Documents Committee 
(CCDC) released CCDC 30, a new standard form contract 
for integrated project delivery (IPD) construction. the IPD 
project model seeks to overcome weaknesses in traditional 
project structures that isolate design and construction from 
one another by promoting collaboration between project 
owners, designers, and contractors from project concep-
tion through the design stage and during construction. the 
stated goal of the IPD model is greater project efficiency 
by promoting collaborative and timely troubleshooting of 
potential project problems through the implementation of 
a shared risk/reward system.

the main difference from a contract perspective is that the 
core project parties (owner, consultant. general contrac-
tor, and major suppliers) each sign on to a central project 
agreement. the design, scope of work, price, and perfor-
mance schedule are administered and controlled through 
this one single agreement. 

there are two key provisions in CCDC 30 that act in tandem 
to support this increased collaboration. the first is the es-
tablishment of a risk/reward pool from project profits. the 
primary parties to the contract place an agreed percentage 
of potential profits in a common pool that pays out at key 
milestone dates and project completion. If the project is on-
time and on-budget, each signee receives their allocated 
profit from within the pool. efficient performance presents 
an opportunity to multiply profits, while poor performance 
reduces potential earnings for all parties proportionate to 
their role in the project. the structural goal of the risk/re-
ward pool is to tie individual profits to project success.

the shared profits pool is also a significant risk apportion-
ment mechanism under CCDC 30. Parties will want to de-
termine how much individual profit is allocated to the risk 
pool within the IPD contract. Varying proportions of profit 
allocation may shift the burden of risk from one party to 
another. for example, where 100 per cent of profits are 
shared, risk is apportioned equally among all parties. How-
ever, if less than 100 per cent of profits are allocated to the 
risk/reward pool, “shared risk” may land more heavily on 
one party’s shoulders. When combined with waiver and lia-

bility provisions within CCDC 30, the risk/reward pool re-
quires parties to consider how much risk they are willing to 
bear in the performance of their obligations.

the second provision in CCDC 30 that differs substantially 
from traditional contracts is found in the waiver and liability 
provisions which significantly reduce opportunities for par-
ties to bring claims against one another in court. Here, the 
shared risk/reward structure results in the waiving of claims 
that would result from project delays or cost overruns as 
those are risks born by all contract parties. this significant 
alteration to the liability structure within IPD projects seeks 
to promote early communication of project challenges or 
errors between parties without fear that such communica-
tion will give rise to liability. rather than parties protecting 
positions in fear of potential litigation, they can work to-
gether to collaboratively problem-solve and mitigate risk to 
the overall project outcome more quickly and effectively. 

the alteration of risk apportionment in CCDC 30 from tradi-
tional contracts is a key consideration for parties looking to 
use the IPD model. effective collaboration will require early 
involvement of all parties to the contract and a strong com-
mitment to project-first thinking. this is a paradigm shift, so 
experience in collaborative approaches is certainly an asset 
for those looking to use IPD models. While there are some 
exceptions to the general waiver of liability, claims arising 
from project delay and cost overruns under CCDC 30 do 
not give rise to individual liability. In order to effectively ap-
portion risk, parties making use of an IPD model will want 
to consider which parties will be obligated to sign onto the 
IPD contract. this will likely include the relative importance 
of the subcontractor supplier and the willingness of a par-
ticipant to accept the risk of other’s performance. 

CCDC 30 offers a new perspective on traditional project 
delivery where parties share risk and reward related to the 
performance – efficient or inefficient – of all participating 
parties. With substantive changes to waiver and liability pro-
visions, and significant potential deviation from traditional 
risk apportionment, parties considering the use of an IPD 
model should bear in mind past experience using this model 

and the importance of a strong, collaborative team. s 

INteGrateD ProJeCt DelIVerY –

The devil you
don’t know
By BruCE harrIsOn, MCkErChEr LLP LaWyEr anD PartnEr,
WIth assIstanCE frOM tyLEr gray, stuDEnt-at-LaW Bruce harrison, Mckercher LLP.
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Resourceful
McKercher LLP has a specialized team of lawyers and professional staff dedicated to providing 
advice to Saskatchewan’s natural & renewable resource sectors.  Our Resources Advisory Team 
provides value-added business and legal services including specialized mining agreements, 
acquisitions & dispositions, financing, regulatory & environmental issues, First Nations & 
government relations, and litigation.

With offices in both major cities in the province, we are strategically positioned to take advantage 
of all that Saskatchewan has to offer.  We are proud of all that we have accomplished and 
consistently work towards serving our clients with innovation and integrity.  With roots tracing 
back to 1926, we know our province and the intricacies of thriving in the business landscape of 
the prairies.
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In an industry that is demanding, 

competitive, and always evolving, 

mining companies need to maxi-

mize their production efficiency. to 

meet this objective, mine operators 

need to rely on the unbiased truths 

of accurate data to support and drive 

their decision making. 

“fill the Mill”

By JEff arMstrOng, DIrECtOr Of stratEgIC InDustrIEs, JuMP anaLytICs

HoW effeCtIVe aNalYtICs WIll DrIVe 
ProDUCtIVItY aND reDUCe Costs

the advanced applications of tech-

nology are allowing the industry to 

look at ways to drive automation and 

efficient processes when it comes to 

data collection, data streaming, and 

data analytics. However, many min-

ing companies face challenges in 

pulling together data from the vari-

ous systems used to run their mine 

sites. they often spend too much 

time performing manual data pulls 

and manual data reconciliations, 

leading to untimely and inaccurate 

reporting. this, in turn can lead to in-

efficiencies and worse, safety issues. 

In order to optimize productivity 

and mitigate risks, companies must 

be able to access clean, accurate 

data from each area of their opera-

tions, consolidate and align views of 

that data, and present those views 

in timely, automated, and accurate 

reports. this adjustment allows com-

panies to be proactive with their data 

rather than reactive.

let’s look at just one scenario faced 

by mining companies.

Putting analytics to work

In the world of mining, safety is prior-

ity number one. Period.

Next on the scale of importance, hit-

ting your operational targets is what 

drives the business forward. setting 

your targets, yes that’s the easy part, 

but knowing with certainty what 

affects your chances of hitting or 

exceeding your target can be chal-

lenging, given the unlimited variables 

interrelated to the target at hand. 

“fill the mill” they say! ok, let’s go! 

let’s assume the scenario of material 

movement. You added 10 per cent 

more capacity to the fleet, and they 

have been 100 per cent available 

for the past two weeks, but there’s 

barely been an increase in material 
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moved. okay, looking at the data for 

these haul trucks, it seems to show 

that the effective use of the fleet has 

gone down.

Having this data readily available 

will allow you to adjust, make the 

changes necessary, course correct, 

and reach the overall objective of 

filling the mill. simply adding to the 

fleet wasn’t the answer. Improving 

effective use? bingo! a data analyt-

ics solution like Jump Mine analytics 

framework will help bring this infor-

mation to the forefront. 

but wait, further upstream, the “fill 

the mill” initiative has stalled. stock-

piles are empty, the equipment ef-

fectiveness is even worse than yours 

was. Had their initiative been shared, 

had their historical numbers been 

known and used in combination with 

material movement data, an action 

plan could have been developed with 

historical data from the two links in 

the chain. Used for analysis, fill the 

mill would be a success with less 

chance of unforeseen bottlenecks.

What every organization needs is a 

tool that brings this and other data 

out of their respective hiding plac-

es and relates them in a governed, 

master data environment, where all 

can be used and understood at all 

levels. Jump Mine analytics frame-

work provides this level of support. 

eliminate the “telephone game”, lost-

in-translation numbers that change 

when passed from one hand to an-

other. 

the Jump solution offers a design 

and process to consolidate data 

from key mine systems into one 

place, allowing for final month-end 

adjustments to be melded with daily 

actuals, and for financial forecasts 

to be used with physicals to fine-

tune the economical feasibility in 

the weekly mine plans. Cumbersome 

spreadsheets and notepads, which 

have always been a single point of 

failure, riddled with user error, are re-

placed with data entry systems that 

integrate seamlessly with the frame-

work, removing the risk that roaming 

spreadsheets pose.

Jump Mine analytics framework is 

the launching pad to the advanced 

analytics and the predictive analytics 

that make hitting your targets with 

accuracy the thing of consistency. 

let us do the data mining so you can 

focus on the mining that matters to 

you.

Visit jumpanalytics.com/jump-mine-

analytics-framework/ to learn how 

Jump analytics can help drive your 

organization’s productivity. s
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there are rich and diverse heritage 

resources just below our feet. Heri-

tage resources are non-renewable, 

and each resource is unique and im-

portant. lost or disturbed heritage 

resources are a loss for everyone. as 

defined by the Heritage Property act 

of saskatchewan, heritage resources 

include archaeological or paleonto-

logical objects and sites, built heri-

tage and structures of architectural 

or historical value, and any site or 

property where it is reasonable to 

suspect that heritage resources may 

be found. the act protects heritage 

Saving the past

resources on both private and provin-

cial Crown land and is administered 

by saskatchewan’s Ministry of Parks, 

Culture and sport’s (PCs) Heritage 

Conservation branch (HCb). 

It is important to know the process for 

compliance with provincial heritage 

legislation when planning or manag-

ing a new development. a first step 

is to determine if the development 

is located on heritage-sensitive land 

by using the PCs developer’s online 

screening tool. If the development is 

located on heritage-sensitive land, 

the project will need to be submitted 

to the HCb for further review. If the 

HCb decides that the development 

has moderate-to-high potential to 

disturb heritage resources, the HCb 

may require that a Heritage resourc-

es Impact assessment be completed 

before any construction starts. 

the importance of preserving and 

protecting heritage has been ac-

knowledged in the United Nations 

Declaration on the rights of Indig-

enous People, as well as by provin-

cial heritage groups such as Heritage 

saskatchewan and the saskatchewan 

archaeological society. Not follow-

ing the proper steps to protect heri-

tage resources may result in regula-

tory or legal non-compliance, which 

could lead to serious consequences. 

further negative consequences of 

non-compliance with heritage legisla-

tion may include project delays, low-

ered investor and public confidence, 

potential community backlash, and 

damage to personal and corporate 

reputation. Protecting heritage can 

have a positive impact by connecting 

people to the past and by providing 

a sense of belonging, understanding, 

and wellbeing. In addition to being a 

legislative requirement, the manage-

ment and protection of heritage re-

sources helps us to better understand 

who we are and how we got here.

Canada North environmental servic-

es’ (CanNorth) heritage division has 

been helping developers and project 

managers navigate provincial legisla-

tion since 2011. CanNorth’s archaeolo-

gists are qualified and have a proven 

track record of successfully complet-

ing Heritage resources Impact as-

sessments throughout saskatchewan, 

alberta, and Manitoba. CanNorth is 

based out of saskatoon and is 100 per 

A stone circle found during a Heritage Resources 
Impact Assessment (shovel in centre of circle).

A CanNorth archaeologist conducting a Heritage 
Resources Impact Assessment.
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CanNorth
Canada North Environmental Services 

Limited Partnership

211 Wheeler Street, Saskatoon, SK  S7P 0A4
T: (306) 652-4432 • F:(306) 652-4431

E: info@cannorth.com • www.cannorth.com

An aboriginal-owned consulting firm 
providing cost-effective professional environmental services in:

Specializing in the mining industry

•  Environmental Impact Assessment
•  Environmental Baseline Studies
•  Project Permitting and Approvals
• Construction Monitoring
• Aquatic and Fish Studies
• Aquatic Toxicology
• Water Quality Investigations
•  Ecological and Human Health Risk 

Assessments

• Hydrology
• Species-at-Risk Surveys
•    Wildlife, Vegetation, and Soil 

Assessments
•  Habitat Restoration and Compensation 

Planning
• Mapping Services
•  Heritage Resources Impact Assessments
•  Specialty Socio-Economic Services     

cent first Nations owned by the lac 

la ronge Indian band and is a Certi-

fied aboriginal business through the 

Canadian Council for aboriginal busi-

ness. as such, CanNorth is mindful of 

the stakes when conducting Heritage 

resources Impact assessments for 

developments in saskatchewan and 

maximizes Indigenous community 

involvement, including integrating 

traditional knowledge, engaging lo-

cal people, and creating employment 

and education opportunities. 

CanNorth has been involved in many 

interesting heritage projects. Can-

North archaeologists were called in 

to investigate after a back-hoe op-

erator uncovered several large bison 

skulls during an infrastructure proj-

ect in saskatoon. Upon examination, 

CanNorth archaeologists determined 

that the skulls belonged to bison oc-

cidentalis, a species of extinct bison 

that roamed around the saskatoon 

area between 5,000 and 10,000 years 

ago; the skulls were much larger than 

our contemporary bison. CanNorth 

archaeologists were able to collect 

important data during the Heritage 

resources Impact assessment, satis-

fying the HCb’s compliance require-

ments for the project. the bison skulls 

were further analyzed in CanNorth’s 

laboratory and sent to the royal sas-

katchewan Museum’s t.rex Discov-

ery Centre in eastend, saskatchewan, 

where they are available for research 

and study. CanNorth’s involvement 

and consultation in this project 

helped the client achieve compliance 

with the Heritage Property act and 

complete the development ahead 

of schedule and under budget. the 

process also resulted in the collection 

of valuable scientific data that could 

help us better understand our ancient 

environment. 

Please do not hesitate to contact 

CanNorth to discuss any heritage 

questions or future projects. s

One of the bison occidentalis
skulls discovered in Saskatoon.
Note: The approximate size of a
modern bison is outlined in red.
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In 2018, according to the Mine safety 

and Health administration (MsHa) 

statistics, nearly half of all U.s. min-

ing fatalities were due to accidents 

involving powered haulage, includ-

ing mobile equipment and anything 

else under power that hauls people 

or materials. because underground 

mines require constant transport and 

handling of necessary materials to 

keep operations running efficiently, 

the need for improved transport is 

evident. Manual labour required for 

material handling can increase the 

risk of injury and lost time, creating 

a less safe and less productive work 

environment. 

to address these needs in the mining 

sector, J.H. fletcher & Co., in conjunc-

tion with UV botswana, has released 

a line of equipment for the United 

states. this product line, labeled un-

der the MV U40D model name, fo-

cuses on utility vehicles designed for 

material handling needs in low-profile 

underground applications. the uni-

versal front end of the MV U40D is 

designed to accommodate a variety 

of back end options, allowing optimal 

versatility in the work environment.

Included in the MV U40D product line 

are the below vehicles, designed to 

fletcher transport vehicles to 
help provide safer and more 
efficient work environment

•  Tire Handler, designed to service 

operations with tire sizes between 

12.00 x 20 to 26.5 x 25 tires. Us-

ing the grab assembly, this model 

can remove the used tire from the 

equipment and replace with new.

both the Mine scout and rock ranger 

models are designed to complement 

the MV U40D product line. the Mine 

scout is a two-seated, supervision ve-

hicle intended to transport mine staff 

who are frequently between under-

ground and surface operations. the 

rock ranger transports up to five 

workers in an open-style cab, along 

with the capability to haul mainte-

nance supplies such as tool boxes 

and spare parts. 

the MV U40D product line reduces 

time and labour required to transport 

materials into underground mines. 

J.H. fletcher & Co., in conjunction 

with UV botswana, has established 

this product range to combat the risk 

of injury during manual labour and 

keep operations running smoothly. 

these vehicles create a safer environ-

ment for personnel by heavily reduc-

ing the amount of manual labour nec-

essary. the MV U40D product line 

can create a more efficient material-

handling process for underground 

environments. s

accommodate material handling and 

transport needs:

•  General Transporter, designed to 

transport workers under a foPs 

approved canopy and material(s) 

into underground operations.

•  Scissor Lift, capable of lifting 1,500 

kgs. this model has the capability 

to add a one-ton crane for lifting 

heavy materials onto the scissor lift 

platform. 

•  Multi-Purpose Cassette Carrier, de-

signed to accommodate a variety of 

cassettes that can be loaded, trans-

ported, and unloaded as needed 

underground. this machine allows 

the interchanging of cassettes, per-

formed by a single operator, using 

a hydraulic roll on/roll off function. 

•  Lube and Fuel Carrier, capable of 

carrying various fuel and oil combi-

nations. 

•  Bulk Emulsion Carrier, designed 

to carry three tons of emulsion for 

charging up of faces.

•  Bulk Bowser Utility vehicle, capable 

of carrying 2,000 litres of diesel 

or water, with hydraulic-powered 

pumps for dispensing fluid to the 

underground fleet. 

The Mine Scout is a two-seated, supervision 
vehicle intended to transport mine staff who 
are frequently between underground and 
surface operations.
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800.543.5431 WWW.JHFLETCHER.COM402 HIGH STREET
HUNTINGTON, WV

Fletcher values what their customers say. Since 1937, Fletcher has been answering some of 
underground mining’s toughest questions. At Fletcher we provide an atmosphere for an open 
dialogue with customers to ensure their operations are reaching 
maximum ef� ciency. Is your operation facing obstacles that 
mass produced equipment isn’t addressing? 

Contact Fletcher. Ask Questions. We’ll have Answers.

J.H. Fletcher & Co. cannot anticipate every mine hazard that may develop during use of these products. Follow your mine plan and/or roof control plan prior to use of the product. Proper use, maintenance 
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Potash mining is a challenging busi-

ness and success is built on strong 

relationships. You need partners who 

will work with you to maximize your 

uptime and minimize your operating 

costs; repairing and rebuilding your 

equipment and replacing it when 

it’s worn out; and designing, build-

ing and supporting specialized units 

when you need them. You depend 

on these proven partners to ensure 

that you receive the best total-cost-

of-ownership value for your equip-

ment dollar. 

brandt is the one-stop potash min-

ing equipment and services partner 

that delivers a broad range of pre-

mium oeM and custom equipment, 

backed up by best-in-class product 

support; always going above and 

beyond to keep you productive and 

profitable.

You can always trust the brandt team 

to do it right, no matter how big the 

challenge, because we’re deeply in-

vested in mining; offering a unique 

mix of products and services, deliv-

ered through our extensive network 

Brandt, deeply
invested in mining

of full-service branches from coast 

to coast to coast across Canada.

our support for the Canadian potash 

mining industry is three-fold.

Surface mining

as the exclusive Canadian dealer for 

the complete line of products from 

John Deere and kleemann, brandt is 

proud to deliver best-in-class equip-

ment for surface mining operations. 

With a complete range of excava-

tors, wheel loaders, dozers, graders, 

crushers, screening plants, and con-

veyors, brandt delivers the tools you 

need to get the job done. We know 

that uptime is critical to your suc-

cess, so we offer complete industrial 

repair and parts support for mining-

class equipment and processing 

plant machinery (including gearbox-

es, pumps, centrifuges, conveyors, 

and more), along with custom struc-

tural-steel fabrication. and, with 56 

full-service branch locations across 

Canada, the parts you need and the 

specialists to install them are always 

close at hand.

Underground mining

brandt has a long track record of 

producing premium custom solu-

tions for the most challenging un-

derground mining environments, 

built on the most extensive design, 

engineering, and custom manufac-

turing capacity in the industry. from 

brandt-built mobile and stationary 

underground equipment to John 

Deere compact construction equip-

ment, to a complete range of state-

of-the-art survey tools, we deliver 

the best-in-class products that are 

right for your business. and, when 

service or repairs are needed, we 

deliver complete support services 

for everything we sell and are fully 

equipped for repairs to shaft/hoist 

assets, including hoist drums, skips, 

and more.

Mining technology

to succeed in mining, staying ahead 

of the technology curve is a must, 

so brandt provides everything from 

integrated machine control and fleet 

and resource management solutions 

Newly designed Brandt crane truck.
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to the latest drone technology for 

stockpile measurement, tailings in-

spection, and general site surveys. 

brandt Positioning technology deliv-

ers comprehensive, state-of-the-art 

technology solutions like JDlink™, 

topcon, iVolve, and fleetWise™ from 

56 locations across the country to 

help you manage your mining opera-

tion more effectively than ever be-

fore for maximum productivity and 

profitability.

our technology Integration servic-

es team is the only one of its kind in 

the industry. these industry-certified 

tech  nology integration, support and 

installation specialists work side-by-

side with you to integrate and leverage 

a full range of positioning and mass-

data gathering and analysis tools; de-

livering maximum profitability for your 

mining operation.

When all is said and done, our ulti-

mate focus at brandt is always your 

success. We are on the job 24/7/365, 

working to help you effectively man-

age operating cost variability by deliv-

ering the ultimate in operator uptime 

support with top-quality products, 

parts, service, and on-the-ground re-

sources so you can confidently focus 

on getting the job done. s

Karly Winfield    karly.winfield@provix.net

1-519-803-5805
www.provix.net

•  Temperature detection cameras 

for employee and visitor screening

• Reliable facial recognition

•  Advanced detection algorithm

•  Face temperature measurement

• Rapid processing

•  Large capacity 

facial database

•  Fever warning

www.delcommunications.com

DEL Communications and you,
the key to publishing success.

We offer outstanding
personal service and quality in the areas of...

• Creative Design • Advertising Sales
• Trade Publications • Video Production & Editing

• Qualified Sales & Editorial Team

you can always trust the 
Brandt team to do it right, 
no matter how big the 
challenge, because we’re 
deeply invested in mining; 
offering a unique mix of 
products and services.
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2020 has been a year unlike any other. 

In a year where CoVID-19 wreaked havoc on the overall 

economy, we were fortunate at belterra to be involved in 

some special projects in the potash industry. None more 

impressive than the k3-k1 overland conveyor project. 

belterra’s involvement in the overland project began back 

in summer 2019 with a preliminary meeting to discuss bel-

terra’s potential involvement. as belterra had the experi-

ence from the previous overland conveyor, we knew what 

to expect, and we were prepared for any obstacles that 

could present themselves. 

once belterra was selected as the preferred vendor, the 

real work began. lead by steve Hornsby and our world-

class belterra steel cable division, we went to work plan-

ning the project over the next six months. the client’s 

expectation was that the successful bidder remains rela-

tively self-sufficient and also facilitate subcontractors, 

rental equipment, and coordinate execution of their work 

around other contractors while adhering to all on-site 

safety and other project requirements. 

Hornsby and his team created a plan that oversaw the 

planning, mobilization, execution, and closing of the proj-

ect. Members of our service and support team were as-

signed to the project based on their areas of expertise 

and the project plan was broken into the key phases 

based over a 10-month schedule (including in-shop plan-

ning, on-site work, and project closing). the project team 

worked closely with the client to make sure no detail was 

overlooked. this allowed the customer to coordinate all 

work and make key decisions such as:

•  Size of belt reels. 

•  Location and timing of work to be completed by all oth-

er contractors. 

•  Coordination of safety, quality, and construction docu-

mentation.

the scope of work was to install 74,200 feet of 54-inch-

wide st2500 steel cord conveyor belt, requiring 30 splic-

es be executed in the field. suffice it to say, a project like 

this doesn’t come around often and would be a major un-

dertaking since k3-k1 would be one of the longest con-

tinual conveyors in North america.

belterra mobilized to site, staged all the equipment, 

pulled on 30 rolls of st2500 x 2,500-foot belt, and com-

delivering a
successful project

Despite the challenges of this project in conjunction with the COVID-19 pandemic, the 
project was completed in five months; two weeks ahead of schedule and on budget.

Belterra’s involvement in the K3-K1 overland conveyor project began back in summer 
2019 with a preliminary meeting to discuss Belterra’s potential involvement. 
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We have partnered with premium suppliers to bring you the latest products, innovations, and 
expertise. Whether you need belting, components, advice, or immediate service solutions, we’re 
here to help you whenever you call.

When it comes to Potash mining, the high-demand environment leaves no room for error. At 
Belterra, we have spent years researching and understanding your needs and we appreciate 
the tough conditions you operate under. Our responsive, 24/7 service is here to keep you 
operational at all times. With Belterra you can count on:

• Lower costs per ton  • Your single source for unsurpassed product selection and availability 
• More material through-put  • Reduced downtime or unplanned outages 
• Measurable health and safety improvements  • More efficient use of your facility staff time

Our core business:

• Conveyor belting  • Conveyor components & accessories 
• Transfer point solutions  • Industrial hose & fittings  •  24/7 conveyor service

REGINA
157 Leonard Street N., Regina, SK S4N 5X5

regina@belterra.ca
Tel: 306.546.2400

Fax: 306.546.2440

SASKATOON
302-50th Street E., Saskatoon, SK S7K 6X2

saskatoon@belterra.ca
Tel: 306.244.2400

Fax: 306.244.2500

www.belterra.ca

pleted 30 splices. Despite the challenges of this project in 

conjunction with the CoVID-19 pandemic, the project was 

completed in five months; two weeks ahead of schedule 

and on budget.

the reasons for a successful project:

•  Belterra’s experience and leadership on previous large-

scale projects. 

•  Belterra’s familiarity with the site and the scope of this 

particular project. 

•  Belterra’s number of qualified and experienced belt 

technicians that we could dedicate to the project. 

•  Belterra’s planning and attention to detail on this proj-

ect.

on completion of the project, all of the customer’s ex-

pectations had been met or exceeded, with the additional 

benefit of being able to move product on the conveyor 

ahead of schedule.

“thank you for the superb work you and your team have 

performed on our project. as you have stated, the work 

went very smoothly almost without issue and that was 

due in large part to the preparation, planning, and flaw-

less execution provided by your team,” says Murray Daku, 

project manager for Wood. We are all very pleased that 

you have performed the work safely and still been able to 

complete earlier than the original schedule, even in light of 

all the CoVID-19 challenges that were thrown at us. thank 

you again to you and your team for the great work!” 

belterra has proven itself to be a valuable partner, advisor, 

and product expert to the potash industry for decades. 

from large overland projects to everyday conveyor main-

tenance, at belterra, we keep you moving. s

Members of our service and support team were assigned to the project based on their areas of 
expertise and the project plan was broken into the key phases based over a 10-month schedule 
(including in-shop planning, on-site work, and project closing). 
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MaXIMIze CUstoMer 
ValUe WItH CMI

When you need
more with less

as customers are trying to increase productivity and profits 

to maximize shareholder value by reducing costs, a com-

mon theme that has been emerging over the last few years 

is to get more with less. a customer needs to get more pro-

ductivity out of their manpower to reduce fixed costs and 

to get more productivity from their equipment through bet-

ter selection, easier maintenance, and increased reliability. If 

this strategy is not implemented properly, the result could 

easily be less with less as employees become burnt out or 

inefficient by not focusing on their strengths.

CMI is uniquely positioned to maximize customer value and 

get more with less.

CMI has been in business for over 30 years and our team has 

over 150 years of experience directly in or supporting opera-

tion and maintenance needs for both underground and sur-

face mining operations. CMI’s focus is to provide solutions 

that maximize our customers’ overall profitability, and we 

do this through a combination of tailored oeM equipment 

and distribution of various mining equipment and products.

CMI provides tailored oeM equipment that meets 100 

per cent of our customers’ needs. this typically involves 

maximizing equipment reliability (functionality and perfor-

mance) while minimizing costs though standardization of 

equipment spare parts and training. by providing equip-

ment as a system versus a component, CMI assumes the 

overall responsibility to ensure the system meets the needs 

of the customer. the customer manages one interface with 

CMI while we manage the hundreds and possibly thousands 

of interfaces between each component. service and war-

ranty are easier as customers only need to worry about one 

vendor: CMI. We are currently working on a project where 

this strategy offered significant reduction in customer work-

load. CMI was already fabricating the structure for multiple 

conveyor systems and were already managing the sched-

ule for multiple packages to be delivered to site packaged 

and labeled properly to support optimum construction. CMI 

then provided an option to manage the rest of the supply 

allowing the customer to manage the additional scope as 

part of the original package. this eliminating the need for 

over 120 additional purchase orders, approximately six new 

contracts, six weekly schedule updates, six bi-weekly proj-

ect review meetings, and not to mention the expediting and 
technical requirements of each component. by bundling 
this additional supply with CMI, the customer saved all this 
additional work and could get more with less. 

CMI has 30 years of vendor relationships to leverage on 
which allows this bundling strategy to be provided at a rea-
sonable cost. We also leverage a collaborative approach 
with local vendors that our customers are familiar and com-
fortable with. this is a critical strategy to meeting the site 
requirement as the local vendors have the knowledge when 
site information was not maintained 100 per cent accurate. 
CMI and other local vendors provide value as the glue to 
help bridge these gaps for the operations.

Maximizing equipment reliability while minimizing costs is 
another major focus to get more with less. CMI’s technical 
expertise allows us to understand the equipment require-
ments and connect this with technological advancements 
within the industry. We provide equipment that meets the 
standardization strategies and options for the newer tech-
nology or increased reliability to maximize value. this allows 
our customers to make informed decisions by understand-
ing the cost of standardizing on existing or upgrading to 
new and improved options. our relationships and knowl-
edge allow our customers to get more out of equipment 
with less costs.

the last key area where CMI can support our customers is 
through our service groups. HD engineering & Design and 
CMI tech services provide our customers with opportu-
nities to ramp up manpower for specific tasks or projects 
without increasing their overall fixed manpower costs. We 
have supported projects like non-routine maintenance over-
hauls, site troubleshooting support and repair, project man-
agement and drafting services, maintenance planning, and 
development of equipment hierarchy structures in the eaM 
systems and developed maintenance PM strategies. this 
allows customers to utilize their resources where they are 
most efficient and leverage their detailed company knowl-
edge to generate the most value to get more with less. 

therefore, if you are getting asked to, or you need to get 
more with less, give CMI a call to look at unique strategies to 
maximize your success. s

7,000-tonne potash 
underground raw ore bin and 

rotary feeder system.



CMI-EV 1700
Battery Powered Mancarrier

+ innovation

+ performance
TEL | (306) 975 - 1944
web | cmisk.ca

+ integrity

+ expertise

CMI designs, builds, and integrates
mining and industrial solutions that
can maximize the productivity and
profitability of your company.

Our expertise, years of experience and processes
give us a unique perspective of our customers’
requirements.
CMI delivers tailored solutions by asking the right
questions and understanding the individual needs
of our customers.

The mining industry needed a better personnel carrier.
CMI professionals came up with a tailored solution!

• 48 Volt Lithium Ion Battery System A/C Drive Motor

• On-Board Multi-Voltage Charging System (110V-230V)

• Zero Maintenance Self-Protecting Battery Management System

• 5 Year Battery Warranty (3 Year Unlimited Replacement)

• Regenerative Braking System + Opportunity Charging

• Mine Proven Chassis & Drive Train

• Certified Modular R.O.P.S. System

• 100% Electrical Disconnect with Master Switch

• Additional Safety Options Available Upon Request

• Customized drive profile to meet customers

unique requirements

CMI designs, builds, and integrates
mining and industrial solutions that
can maximize the productivity and
profitability of your company.

Our expertise, years of experience and processes
give us a unique perspective of our customers’
requirements.
CMI delivers tailored solutions by asking the right
questions and understanding the individual needs
of our customers.

CMI-EV 1700
Battery Powered Mancarrier
• 48 Volt Lithium Ion Battery System A/C Drive Motor
• On-Board Multi-Voltage Charging System (110V-230V)
• Zero Maintenance Self-Protecting Battery Management System
• 5 Year Battery Warranty (3 Year Unlimited Replacement)
• Regenerative Braking System + Opportunity Charging
• Mine Proven Chassis & Drive Train
• Certified Modular R.O.P.S. System
• 100% Electrical Disconnect with Master Switch
• Additional Safety Options Available Upon Request
• Customized drive profile to meet customers unique requirements

The mining industry 
needed a better 

personnel carrier.

CMI professionals
came up with

a tailored solution!

TEL | (306) 975 - 1944
web | cmisk.ca

+ innovation

+ performance

+ integrity

+ expertise
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Innovative potash cooling practices 

are giving producers the tools they 

need to remain competitive amid low 

commodity prices. 

a steady decline in potash prices 

from highs of near $500 Us per tonne 

in 2011 to sub-$200 today means 

plant operators are on the hunt for 

improved efficiencies within their 

existing processes. In part, this has 

highlighted historic challenges with 

existing direct cooling solutions that 

typically come with high operating 

costs and are less flexible in adapting 

to varying processing conditions.

Vertical plate technology that cools 

potash indirectly has emerged as a 

Goldilocks solution that puts tem-

perature control back into operators’ 

a new, more efficient
way to cooling potash
INDIreCt CoolING teCHNoloGY 
takes tHe ‘Heat’ off ProDUCers By IgOr MakarEnkO

hands while also reducing energy 

costs and improving storage man-

agement practices.

Potash must be cooled to a specific 

temperature range before it can be 

safely packaged and transported. In 

most cases, the potash will come into 

the cooling stage at a temperature of 

100°C or higher and should exit the 

cooling stage with a target output 

in range of 50° to 60°C to be safely 

handled and avoid caking.

Yet when throughputs exceed ex-

isting processing conditions, direct 

cooling solutions such as fluid beds 

and rotary drums cannot cool the 

product to temperatures needed to 

meet these conditions. as a result, 

the potash must be moved to large 

on-site storage facilities where it is 

left to “stack-cool” anywhere from 

three to four days. When that prod-

uct finally cools, it is then conveyed to 

loadout where it is packed into trucks 

or railcars.

the challenge with stack-cooling 

bulk storage is it complicates plant 

logistics – for example, demurrage 

and warehouse management – not 

to mention increases the likelihood 

of caking and forces the product to 

sit rather than being sold. In addition, 

potash is a great insulator, meaning 

even after sitting for extended peri-

ods of time, it can still be dangerously 

hot in spots and therefore potentially 

hazardous to operators and truck 

drivers at loadouts. 

Vertical plate technology is flexible 

and robust enough that it can accept 

more product while still meeting cool-

ing requirements. a tall, tower design 

allows the product to slowly pass 

through stainless-steel heat exchang-

er plates that are cooled by water or 

other liquid mediums. the plates ab-

sorb the heat and the product cools 

as – encouraged by gravity – it slowly 

and uniformly moves downward, con-

trolled by a discharge device. 

the design allows true counter-cur-

rent flow of the water inside the plates, 

which achieves greater thermal effi-

ciency, and as a result, more effective 

The vertical configuration of indirect heat exchangers means 
it can cool potash in pre-loading storage areas.
PHOTO COURTESY OF SOLEx THERMAL SCIENCE.
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cooling. In addition, the plate design 

offers more surface area to cool the 

product than beds or drums, and in a 

more compact space. the typical re-

quired footprint for a vertical heat ex-

changer is two metres by two metres. 

Combined, these factors allow plant 

operators to not only handle higher 

throughputs while still guaranteeing 

a safe and even-temperature product 

that won’t subsequently cake during 

further transport, but it also gives 

them a conveniently located cooling 

stage directly at loadout. that, in turn, 

frees up space within the main facili-

ties, mitigates the need for housing 

product in flat storage, and puts the 

safest possible product to handle into 

truck drivers’ hands. 

because the potash is cooled by con-

duction as opposed to convection (air 

cooling), indirect cooling technology 

also foregoes the need for high-ener-

gy consumption air chillers and large 

fans. rotary drums and fluid beds 

come with large-scale fans for push-

ing and pulling air and wet scrubbers 

or baghouses to clean the air to meet 

emissions requirements. 

these pieces of equipment come 

with high energy costs and require 

significant space. In a typical 3,600 

tpd potash plant, the operating pow-

er requirements of a typical fluid bed 

is 1,040 kW – compared with just 100 

kW with indirect cooling technology.

to learn more about indirectly cool-

ing potash, visit solexthermal.com. 

Igor Makarenko is global director, 

fertilizer at Solex Thermal Science, 

a Calgary-headquartered company 

specializing in bulk solids thermal 

exchange. s

COMBUSTION 
ENGINEERING | INTEGRATION | CONTROLS | COMPLIANCE

www.processcombustion.com

Process Combustion Systems Inc. is an 
industrial combustion solutions and integration 
company. We strive to be an industry leader, 
by leveraging our industrial experience, 
combustion expertise and our partnerships 
with leading OEMs and technology providers. 
With a long history of successful projects and 
customer service, our solutions span a wide 
range of industries that include potash, mining 
and metals, energy, chemicals, manufacturing, 
steam generation among others. Our project 
installations can be found globally.

120-270 Exploration Ave. SE 

Calgary, AB  T3S 0C3 
Mohammad Hafeez, P.Eng, Sales Manager 
sales@processcombustion.com

PROCESS COMBUSTION 
SYSTEMS INC.

1. Process Combustion Systems Inc. Head Office
2. SIL 2 BMS and CCS assembly
3. First Ultra-Low NOx Potash Dryer in Canada
4. Boiler Burner Startup
5. Rotary Kiln Dryer System, Southern USA
6. Superheater Retrofit with Lean Premix LE Burner

403-250-1075
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Do you need precise and reliable 

data on your potassium concentra-

tion? We will explain how berthold 

technologies can help you with their 

sophisticated potassium analyzer 

solutions. sensitive, accurate, and 

robust even in harsh environments.

the conditions in the factories of 

the potash industry are known to be 

rough and extreme, especially when 

permanently mounted measuring 

devices are continuously exposed to 

these conditions. Not only can dust 

and dirt impair or damage measur-

ing instruments, but also the highly 

alkaline and abrasive suspensions 

can drastically reduce the operating 

time of sensitive gauges or even ex-

clude entire measuring techniques. 

therefore, robust, and yet highly ac-

curate online measurement systems 

are required, which deliver reliable 

radiometric process control 
for the potash industry

and repeatable results. berthold’s ra-

diometric measurement systems for 

the potash industry meet all those 

expectations since the instruments 

are built to work as non-contacting 

and non-invasive, and thus, they are 

immune to the conditions prevailing 

in the factories. Moreover, mainte-

nance and costly downtime can be 

practically avoided. berthold pro-

vides the Duoseries lb 474 and lb 

472 measuring solutions for potas-

sium concentration (lb 474), prod-

uct density (lb 474) and bulk flow 

determination (lb 472).

Potassium concentration 
measurement

the measurement of the potassium 

concentration is one of the most dif-

ficult and challenging measurements 

in the mining industry. In nature, the 

element potassium is both stable in 

the form of the potassium isotopes 

k-39 and k-41, and radioactive, rep-

resented by the radioisotope k-40. 

stable potassium and k-40 are in a 

fixed ratio to each other, and k-40 

makes up only about 0.01 per cent 

of the total potassium. Due to this 

low proportion, an extremely sensi-

tive and long-term stable measur-

ing system is required. In addition 

to this, the system must be able to 

suppress naturally occurring back-

ground radiation to achieve an opti-

mum signal-to-noise ratio. With the 

lb 474 potassium analyser, berthold 

fulfils all those requirements. the po-

tassium analyser makes use of this 

constant ratio of k-40 and the stable 

potassium isotopes. by detecting 

the gamma radiation of k-40, the to-

tal concentration of potassium, and 

thus k2o equivalent or kCl, can be 

determined. 

Depending on the process condi-

tions and the mechanical arrange-

ment, the potassium analyser can be 

equipped with three different types 

of detectors. furthermore, adapted 

to the prevailing conditions on-site, 

the detector can be installed inside 

a tube which is immersed into a tank 

or vessel, or it can be mounted at a 

tank’s outer wall. Under specific cir-

cumstances the detector can also be 

installed at a conveyor belt.

Density and bulk flow 
measurements

In contrast to the determination of 

the potassium concentration, for the 

Berthold’s radiometric measurement systems for the 
potash industry are built to work as non-contacting and 
non-invasive, and thus, they are immune to the conditions 
prevailing in the factories.
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PROCESS CONTROL 
FOR THE POTASH INDUSTRY

Potassium analyzer, density & 
bulk fl ow measurement

www.berthold.com/potash-industry
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measurement of product density 

and bulk flow, an additional gamma 

radiation source (Cs-137 or Co-60) 

is required. the gamma radiation 

sources are produced to customer 

specifications by berthold’s own 

source production facility and in ac-

cordance with the highest safety 

guidelines. both source and detec-

tor are installed non-contacting and 

non-intrusive at the relevant pipeline, 

vessel, or conveyor belt. the gamma 

radiation is attenuated by the pro-

cess media to be investigated when 

penetrating the pipeline, vessel, or 

belt. this weakening of the radia-

tion is detected by the detector. the 

higher the product density or the 

load, the less radiation reaches the 

detector. In this way, density, con-

centration, solid content, mass flow, 

and bulk flow can be determined 

reliably and without contact – inde-

pendent of pressure, temperature, 

viscosity, conductivity, or vibrations. 

Transmitter

the measurement systems lb 474 

and lb 472 each consist of a scintil-

lation detector and a separate trans-

mitter. this transmitter can be locat-

ed in a distant (up to 1,000 metres) 

and easily accessible control room. 

the modern transmitter has a 3.5-

inch touch panel, a dual-core CPU, 

and various operating options. ex-

tended functions for self-diagnosis 

and monitoring also ensure maxi-

mum functional safety.

for further information, 

please visit this link: 

www.berthold.com/potash-industry.

About Berthold Technologies

as a world technology leader in the 

field of radiometric measuring sys-

tems, berthold products convince 

with outstanding measuring per-

formance and reliability. the main 

fields of application are, for exam-

ple, in chemical and polymers (etc. 

fertilizer industry), steel and power 

plants, mining and mineral process-

ing, waste and recycling, refineries, 

paper, glass, and in the food indus-

try (example, sugar beets). In addi-

tion, microwave measuring systems 

for the determination of moisture 

and concentration belong to our ex-

tensive portfolio. the production of 

high-quality measuring systems for 

industry and research began more 

than 70 years ago in bad Wildbad in 

the black forest in Germany. s

Depending on the process conditions and the mechanical 
arrangement, the potassium analyser can be equipped with 
three different types of detectors.
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fertilizer industry producers mine ore 

both underground and on the earth’s 

surface, and chemists and process 

engineers utilize numerous processes 

to yield product for distribution on 

farm land. one example involves the 

creation of k2so4 (soP) through the 

leblanc process, more specifically, 

the Mannheim process. this process 

creates premium potassium fertilizer 

required for healthy plant growth and 

plant metabolism. It promotes opti-

mized crop yield and higher-quality 

produce. farmers typically use soP 

for high-value fruit farming with chlo-

ride-sensitive crops such as grapes, 

beans, berries, and legumes. soP, 

known for its abrasiveness, is typical-

ly extremely fine particle size distribu-

tion (PsD), following the completion 

processing fines 
prompts advances 
in compaction 
technology

of the Mannheim process. therefore, 

how do farmers transport and spread 

such a fine product onto their fields? 

farm fertilizer applications require 

product with high granular integrity, 

uniform size and shape, no dust, yet 

highly solubility in water. agglomera-

tion processes, such as roll compac-

tion, densifies highly fine powder into 

granular particles that can be stored, 

shipped to and distributed by farm-

ers throughout the world, including 

billions of acres. 

sulfates require high pressure per lin-

ear inch to compact product uniform-

ly and with low friability. Compacting 

fine abrasive material presents chal-

lenges, solved by rugged reliable ma-

chines, like ludman Industries roll 

Compactors. ludman develops and 

invests in leading industry technol-

ogy to provide the best roll compac-

tion equipment for fertilizer produc-

ers.

examples of investments made to im-

prove system yield and achieve qual-

ity product include: 

•  Hi-PAK Ludman Corrugated Rolls 

—  fine PsD products call for larger 

nip zone in roll compaction 

equipment. slowing roll speed 

achieves larger nip zone, but 

conversely affects throughput. 

ludman’s corrugations capture 

more product and mitigate 

adverse roll speed factors. this 

approach maintains higher 

production volumes, while 

creating dense product. 

•  Synchronous roll technology to 

increase system yield and lower 

cost of ownership 

—  Deep Groove technology 

employs consistent corrugation 

patterns that, likewise lead to 

consistent product. Maintaining 

geometric product shape in 

congruence with total roll 

control involves synchronizing 

roll operation. While simple 

in concept, in practice, rolls 

constantly work in opposition 

to the other, as torque forces 

vary on each roll. ludman roll 

Positioning technology allows 

for complete control by forcing 

the rolls to work together. 

output with this method shows 

consistent shapes, consistent 

thickness, and uniformly dense 

product. 

•  Advanced alloy technology 

 —  as mentioned, soP abrasiveness 

requires rugged heavy duty 

metals, yet reliable performance 

to compact ideal product. 

balancing roll hardness and 

Ludman Industries 
Model 4440 Roll 

Compactor translates 
waste fines into salable 

granular product.

Ludman develops and invests in leading industry 
technology to provide the best roll compaction equipment 
for fertilizer producers.
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Ludman develops and invests in leading industry technology to provide 
the best roll compaction equipment for fertilizer producers.

brittleness is key to answering 

this problem. ludman’s high-

chrome, spun-cast shells with 

forgiving cores complement 

time-tested, industry-leading 

roll compactors. advanced roll 

technology provides reliable 

and longer-lasting roll faces that 

withstand high pressure and 

continuous operation. 

total process solutions for roll com-

paction paired with innovative ma-

chine technologies bolsters potash 

producers looking to achieve great-

er yield and consistently superior 

product. s
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Ja tech Inc. was formed in 2003 to satisfy customer re-

quirements relating to the testing and commissioning of 

high-voltage electrical systems. as a provider of field, 

technical, and engineering services and products for 

equipment and apparatus which form an electrical power 

system, our mining customers have come to know and 

trust our capabilities on their sites. 

Ja tech is a Certified aboriginal business through the 

Canadian Council for aboriginal business and is a member 

of the first Nations Power authority. 

Engineering services and substation 
automation

from feasibility all the way through to commissioning 

and start-up, we have the ability to support any electri-

cal project through its complete life cycle. Ja tech offers 

engineering and design services covering all aspects of 

an electrical system, including high-voltage greenfield 

and brownfield electrical design, power system studies, 

protection relay upgrades, and everything in between. 

leveraging the latest technologies such as IeC 61850, we 

are proud to offer unique, custom-tailored solutions for 

our customers, and take special design consideration for 

safety, constructability, maintainability, and reliability of 

the final product. for substation automation, we use IeC 

61850 design and implementation, along with multi-ven-

dor IeD configuration and Goose messaging. We spe-

cialize in rtaC configuration and HMI design with sup-

port for DNP3, Modbus/rtU, Modbus/tCP, ethernet/IP 

and sel protocols.

E-house and control room design builds

When you require a modular, industrial solution for your 

MCCs, switchgear, transformers, VfDs or protection sys-

tems, we can provide complete turnkey Csa buildings 

from our shop in saskatoon. We can install equipment 

supplied by others or provide a complete package, test-

ed and ready to ship. all of our engineering changes are 

done in house to help speed up delivery schedules for our 

clients and reduce costs. as we continue to grow, so do 

our capabilities.

PD testing

knowing and understanding the condition of your assets 

is vital to controlling the risks presented to your business. 

as part of our predictive maintenance offering, Ja tech 

performs both online and offline partial discharge testing. 

We have also completed permanent rfCt installations 

power system specialists
for the mining industry

Ja Tech inc.
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JA Tech is a provider of construction and 
technical service for all equipment and apparatus 
that form an electrical power system.  We 
provide some of the most skilled labour and 
up-to-date equipment in the mining, industrial 
and utility sectors.  Through Integrity, Quality 
and Commitment we achieve the best for our 
customers.

Additional Specialized Services:
 • Transformer Assembly and Oil Processing
 • On-line Diagnostic Assessment Testing 
 • Specialized Cable Testing including
    Partial Discharge Testing
 • Fiber Optic Fusion Splicing
 • Medium and High Voltage Cable Terminations 
    including Pfisterer Terminations

www.jatechpowersystems.com
Phone: 306-975-2122

contracts@jatechpowersystems.com

Integrity  •  Quality  •  Commitment

Technical Field Services 
Electrical Field Services
Overhead Crane Services

Instrumentation Field Services

Engineering Services
Substation Automation

Protective Equipment Testing
Mitsubishi Drives

on medium-voltage cable shields for customers so their 

cables may be monitored at regular intervals. this is es-

pecially important on aged cables and feeders that can-

not easily be isolated for offline testing. We have worked 

closely with companies like ea technologies to ensure a 

quality installation that is functional on a variety of differ-

ent switchgear brands. 

Mitsubishi drives and Elsteel MCC’s

Ja tech and arrowspeed Controls have teamed up to 

support the saskatchewan potash industry to supply, in-

stall, and commission Mitsubishi drives. arrowspeed Con-

trols is one of the largest VfD integrators in Canada with 

inventory up to 800 HP. Ja tech will provide local, facto-

ry-trained technicians to support all of your VfD projects. 

We also offer an elsteel MCC, which is a custom Csa/Ul 

MCC design for all industries and applications. 

High-voltage cable installation and jointing

Ja tech performs specialized installations of high-voltage 

cables in addition to terminations and testing. We have 

been involved in several 230kV and 138kV cable termi-

nation analysis and replacements, as well as full installa-

tion, termination, and testing of new high-voltage cables. 

our in-house representatives are certified in PfIsterer© 

brand high-voltage terminations, including the est style 

and Connex up to size 6s. as we own all the specialized 

tools to perform this work, there is no need for us to sub-

contract any equipment. this allows us more flexibility 

with the client to ensure they are getting the quality and 

safety standards they require. our cable jointers are ex-

perienced in many different brands of medium- and high-

voltage cable preparation techniques. references are 

available, contact our office for more details. s

JA Tech offers engineering and design services covering all aspects of an electrical system, 
including high-voltage greenfield and brownfield electrical design, power system studies, 
protection relay upgrades, and everything in between. 
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Northern resource trucking (Nrt) is no stranger to eco-

nomic upheaval. the company was primarily developed 

with the purpose of servicing the growing uranium indus-

try in northern saskatchewan, but the close ties Nrt has 

with this single resource sector has been both a blessing 

and a curse. With global uranium prices reaching record 

lows in recent years, mine closures, shut downs, and layoffs 

were inevitable. In the past five years, Nrt has been forced 

to look beyond its biggest customer and to diversify its 

fleet. so, when 2020 came along, and with it the CoVID-19 

crisis, Nrt was well placed to make the most of a bad situ-

ation. In fact, while other companies struggle to make ends 

meet, Nrt is busy planting seeds and harvesting new op-

portunities in the ever-changing economic landscape.

If 2020 has taught us anything, it’s that businesses need to 

be flexible. since it’s inception, Nrt has made a name for 

itself for its unique business model; the company is a part-

nership with saskatchewan first Nations and was the first 

of its kind in Canada. Not only has this business model set 

Nrt apart from its competitors, but its partnership keeps 

business in northern communities, creates jobs for those 

who want to stay in the north, and provides investment op-

portunities that keep money in those communities. Now, 

this same business model is drawing attention from com-

panies in Manitoba and ontario, and Nrt is growing its op-

erations across the country.

Northern resource trucking has expanded steadily in the 

past 34 years. Now it serves Cameco and orano, ssr Min-

ing’s seabee gold mine with their ice road, federated Co-

op for fuel and propane, and New Gold in ontario, among 

others. Nrt has also combined forces with the first Na-

tions Mining economic Development (fNMeD) Inc. to cre-

ate Piwapisk Hauling limited Partnership in Manitoba, and 

with big Grassy river first Nation to create big Grassy lo-

gistics in northwestern ontario, where Nrt’s unique busi-

ness model is being mirrored in partnerships with first Na-

tions in Manitoba and ontario that are well positioned to 

take on the needs of burgeoning resource development 

east of the saskatchewan border.

one of the things that Nrt has had to do in order to take 

Growing versatility
Nrt soWs seeDs of ProGress

NRT is busy planting 
seeds and harvesting 

new opportunities 
in the ever-changing 
economic landscape.
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on new projects and attract new customers is to diversify 

its services. the uranium mines in northern saskatchewan 

require some very specialized equipment and training, and 

Nrt has discovered that the unique skillset of its drivers is 

quite versatile in other markets. Northern resource truck-

ing has a fleet of 100 trucks and 235 trailers, including dry 

vans, refrigerated vans, flat decks, drop decks, fuel trail-

ers, pneumatic bulkers, coded chemical trailers, pressure 

vessels, fiberglass tanker trailers (for bleach-type prod-

ucts), molten sulphur and equipment trailers with jeeps 

and boosters. this, combined with the experience of the 

company’s drivers with rough roads, poor road conditions, 

and specialized over-dimensional work, means no job is 

too complicated.

Northern resource trucking is so invested in growing ver-

satility that it has opened a new Winnipeg branch, which 

is developing business in Manitoba and northwestern on-

tario. Where five years ago the uranium industry made up 

95 per cent of Northern resource trucking’s revenue, to-

day it is down to 59 per cent as Nrt continues to expand 

and diversify. Nrt looks forward to growing with other 

businesses looking to provide supplies and equipment to 

resource development projects in the north and across 

Canada. Nrt’s one-of-a-kind experience and expertise in 

northern transportation and first Nations partnerships will 

provide an edge over the competition. It might be winter, 

but Nrt is still sowing seeds, growing versatility, and har-

vesting opportunities across Canada. s

#234, 400 Broad Street, Regina, SK  S4R 1X3
306-596-1119       wlcs.ca

PARTNERSHIP WITH A PURPOSE
• 100% Indigenous owned consulting company

• Enviromental potash services: 
monitoring/testing/assessments

• Project management/stakeholder engagement

• Security services 24/7

IRONWORKERS 
LOCAL UNION NO. 771 

Building Better Futures! 

website: www.local771.ca 

International Association of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental and Reinforcing Iron 

Local 771 Union Office,  
1138 Dewdney Ave. East 
Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada   
S4N 0E2 
Email:    info@local771.ca 
Phone:   306 522‐7932 
Fax:   306 352‐1367 

If 2020 has taught us anything, it’s that 
businesses need to be flexible. Since it’s 
inception, NRT has made a name for itself for 
its unique business model; the company is a 
partnership with saskatchewan first nations 
and was the first of its kind in Canada.

TRAINING COURSES:
• First Aid CPR/AED
• H2S Alive (ESC)
•   Global Ground Disturbance 
• Confined Space Entry w/Rescue
• Fall Protection
• AWP

2110 E Redbear Ave., Regina, SK  S4N 6H9

Phone 306.352.8805  |  Fax 306.352.8840 

www.armoursafety.com

CONSULTING

SCBA/
MONITOR
RENTALS

STAND BY
SERVICES

SERVICES:
• D/A Testing
• Respiratory Fit Testing
• Onsite Safety
• Stand By Medical
• Stand By Rescue
• Equipment Rentals
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properly identifying root causes 
assures successful material and 
dust containment

fugitive dust is a continuous problem for the material handling in-

dustry. any time there is material movement, dust can be generated. 

side effects of this issue include the negative impacts on operational 

health, safety, and efficiency. these must be resolved to avoid con-

stant clean-up tasks, loss of product, equipment damage, and health 

and environmental concerns.

recently, richwood was invited to help mitigate persistent dust gen-

eration issues for a potash client in Canada. though there were sev-

eral sources of dust in this application, the assignment was to seal 

and contain a busy load zone. the approach, recommendations, and 

results are presented here.

Identifying root causes for the escaping material was the first step. 

though it would be simple to prescribe canoe liners, skirting, and 

skirt clamps and call it a day, this would be an over-simplified view of 

transfer areas. a thorough survey to evaluate the system operating 

conditions and requirements was conducted. factors noted include: 

conveyor belt width, belt operating speed, type of material con-

veyed, the conveyor profile, tons per hour, the design of the transfer 

chute, type of belting and types of splices, as well as other details 

that effect the performance of the conveyor.

successful dust containment is built from the bottom up and this 

application was no different. During the inspection it was noted that 

there were a few ineffiencies that needed to be corrected to help 

contain more material and dust particles. these issues were most 

evident when cleaning, when the amount of dust generated would 

be considerable enough to make for very low visibility, further under-

scoring the necessity to resolve this problem.

a complete Material Containment system was recommended that 

was designed and built from the underside of the belt up. It includ-

ed impact systems with a true radius conveyor belt support profile. 

best practice design standards for bulk handling belt conveyors be-

gin with a full trough transition entering the load zone. this places 

the belt in full contact with belt support components at all times, 

establishing the consistent foundation for the sealing system. any 

reliable system requires a straight, stable bedrock of support. this 

basic requirement is often overlooked and is critical to successful 

system results.

Next, material containment that includes a multi-layer sealing system 

to effectively contain both heavy bulk material and fines was rec-

ommended and engineered for the location. this multi-layer design 

approach uses internal wear liners to seal bulk material inside skirt-

boards while protecting against abrasive wear with the flexible outer 

skirting media dedicated exclusively to the containment of fine dust.

Potash application before.

Conveyor belt support and sealing.
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Worry-Free 
Load Zones 
Rely on Richwood Load Zones. Worry-Free by Design. 
Clean-up costs, lost product, safety and environmental issues
are a real risk to productivity. A Richwood designed load
zone can solve these common problems, making your loading 
and transfer areas worry-free.
What would it mean for your productivity if loading and spillage 
issues were eliminated?

Contact Richwood today for an on-site evaluation.

www.richwood.com (800) 237-6951  |  +1(304) 525-5436  |  info@richwood.com

BEFORE

AFTER 

©Richwood 2020

Rely on

the installation of all components was assisted by the rich-

wood technical support team.

the results, especially the cleaner and safer work area for 

staff, have been a great benefit to the client. additionally, any 

conveyor maintenance or inspections needed in the area are 

much easier to perform. before the material containment sys-

tem installation, there was a huge amount of dust escaping 

the skirted area of the conveyor, creating large product losses 

and cleanup costs. since the Material Containment system in-

stallation was completed, the remaining dust that collects in 

the area filters down from the processing floor above. though 

overhead conditions above the tunnel still release dust, clean-

up from material escaping from the conveyor has been dras-

tically reduced. the cost savings realized here will continue 

to provide a consistent return on investment in safety, work 

hours, and components.

Conveyor transfers have their own unique characteristics that 

must be accurately identified and incorporated into the sys-

tem design process. best results for effective dust control are 

realized through a total system design for each individual ap-

plication. 

for more information, contact richwood at 

www.richwood.com. s

Impact saddles and skirt clamps.
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over the last 25 years, Graham has 

prioritized and developed strong sus-

tainable business relationships with 

Indigenous communities that are as-

Building better together 

GraHaM’s INDIGeNoUs PartNersHIPs
sociated with their projects and busi-

nesses. these relationships reflect 

Graham’s own values and respect the 

heritage and culture of Indigenous 

communities. Graham has established 

these relationships through joint ven-

tures and strategic alliances with In-

digenous communities and their asso-

ciated businesses in a way that fosters 

shared values and ideals. by planning 

and building for long-term success, 

Graham strives to create an environ-

ment that generates positive effects 

through training, employment, and 

the development of a sustainable eco-

nomic capacity in the communities.

together with their Indigenous net-

work, Graham has developed many 

successful, revenue-generating lim-

ited and joint-venture partnerships. 

Graham recognizes the importance 

of building relationships with Indig-

enous communities, not only for the 

pre-construction and construction 

phases, but also from a long-term de-

velopment perspective. With the un-

derstanding that building successful 

One of Graham’s major 
strengths is building capacity 

within Indigenous groups 
through the transfer of 

construction practices and 
business development methods, 

so they can meaningfully 
participate in the project.
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partnerships is an enduring, dedicat-

ed commitment that requires proac-

tive effort, mutual respect, trust and 

time, Graham continually strives to 

build and maintain long-term partner-

ships that bring Indigenous communi-

ties lasting success.

Within saskatchewan, Graham has 

two principle partnerships: 

Points Athabasca 
Contracting LP 

established in 1998 with athabasca 

basin Development limited Partner-

ship, this joint venture has success-

fully completed numerous projects in 

the northern saskatchewan resource 

sector and remains one of the largest 

employers in the region. 

Great Plains Contracting LP 

In partnership with file Hills Qu’ap-

pelle tribal Council, this alliance has 

successfully completed many proj-

ects in southern saskatchewan. since 

2011, this partnership has supported 

career growth and skill development 

through the hiring, training, and men-

toring of Indigenous people on its 

projects.

one of Graham’s major strengths is 

building capacity within Indigenous 

groups through the transfer of con-

struction practices and business 

development methods, so they can 

meaningfully participate in the project. 

With increased capacity and knowl-

edge, community members are able 

to take a principal role in the growth 

of their community through local 

opportunities. this is done through 

Graham’s industry-certified builder’s 

framework employee training pro-

gram, covering preconstruction, con-

struction project management and 

technical construction techniques to 

support the education of their Indig-

enous partners and through ongoing 

support of organizations including 

saskatchewan Indigenous Institute 

of technologies, the Canadian Coun-

cil for aboriginal business, and the 

Indian resource Council. these part-

nerships assist Indigenous people in 

gaining the necessary skills, training, 

and work experience to obtain and 

maintain long-term employment.

Graham takes pride in being vis-

ibly strong supporters of Indigenous 

communities across Canada. through 

trust, transparency, respect, and 

commitment, these partnerships are 

changing the future. together, Gra-

ham and their Indigenous partners 

are building better. s

TO OUR CORE
MINING 
WE ARE

kennametal.com

Your safety and productivity are  
the foundation of our partnership, 

yesterday, today and tomorrow.

kennametal.com©2017 Kennametal Inc.  |  All rights reserved.  |  B-17-05420

TO OUR CORE
MINING 
WE ARE

kennametal.com

Distributed throughout Saskatchewan exclusively by:

Mine Supply Company of Saskatchewan

818 45 St E, Saskatoon, SK S7K 0W5, Canada

One of Graham’s major strengths is building capacity within Indigenous groups 
through the transfer of construction practices and business development 
methods, so they can meaningfully participate in the project. 
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at Inproheat Industries ltd., three 

generations of company history have 

led to a diverse portfolio of notable 

projects in Canada and around the 

world. 

our results reflect Inproheat’s core 

values of trust, expertise, and innova-

tion. 

We take a listen, understand, and act 

approach to client communication. 

When trust is built on a foundation 

of open dialogue, unwavering trans-

parency, shared ideas, and collective 

goals, it will lead to success. 

the mining industry evolves quickly 

Trust, expertise, and innovation 
define inproheat’s dynamic 
presence in the potash industry

– through 60 years in business, we 

have experienced it first-hand – which 

means that solutions need to come 

swiftly and from an informed place. 

this is our expertise. We identify the 

needs of our clients and match them 

closely with our regular observations 

of current industry trends. this strat-

egy delivers quality solutions with the 

greatest impact at the most competi-

tive investment. 

Innovation is a two-fold process in 

each project. first, we aim to provide 

solutions that will offer unparalleled 

quality and efficiency upon project 

launch. from there, we will seek out 

SubCom® 
by Inproheat 
offers economic 
advantages and 
fuel savings over 
alternate heating 
methods.

A 182 MM Btu/h SubCom® to heat a potash solution mining brine.
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Trust|Expertise|Innovation
SubCom® heating systems boast the highest 

thermal efficiencies for the potash mining industry. 

Inproheat.com | info@inproheat.com | 1-888-684-6776
Vancouver | Calgary | Edmonton
Saskatoon | Toronto | Winnipeg

High Energy Efficiency and Turndown | Increased Safety
High Availability | OPEX Savings 

Reduced Manpower Costs | Ultra-Low Fouling Design
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system design improvements for 

future integration that will continu-

ally exceed expectations. In short, we 

transform forward-thinking ideas into 

industry-leading solutions. 

the impact of our trust, expertise, 

and innovation philosophy is most 

visible in our proprietary technology, 

submerged Combustion. an Inpro-

heat cornerstone for over 45 years, 

subCom® boasts shorter payback pe-

riods on capital expenditures, up to 15 

per cent less fuel consumption with 

proportionally lower greenhouse gas 

emissions, less maintenance, and high 

reliability, especially when compared 

to competing heating technologies. 

the appeal and efficiency of sub-

Com® is reinforced through its history 

of success. 

In 2011, the Potash Corporation of 

saskatchewan (PCs) approached In-

proheat to modernize a novel 1990 

subCom® application that was instru-

mental in PCs earning a 1991 CGa 

award for innovative use of natural 

gas. With four additional burners, 

all-new modular fuel trains with au-

tomated controls, and a new process 

control and burner safety manage-

ment system, the revamped applica-

tion was installed for the 2011-2012 

winter mining season, lending in-

creased heating capacity, technologi-

cal advancements, and better control 

over the heating process to the entire 

operation.

In 2016, Compass Minerals – already 

using subCom® technology for a 30 

MM btu/h process water heating sys-

tem – commissioned Inproheat for an 

additional unit as part of an expanded 

system of sulphate of Potash (soP) 

and Magnesium Chloride produc-

tion from brine taken from the Great 

salt lake in Utah. the new system 

required twice the capacity through 

two parallel subCom tanks, four low 

emissions burners of 15 MM btu/h ca-

pacity each, along with heat recovery 

units for high thermal efficiency. to 

provide an operator-friendly environ-

ment and facilitate the transition, In-

proheat integrated previous compo-

nents and design specifications. the 

project was delivered in 2016. 

these are just two examples. We 

would welcome the chance to learn 

about your project goals for 2021 and 

beyond. 

let’s build a sustainable subCom® 

solution for your next potash mining 

project – through trust, expertise, and 

innovation.

for more information: 

steve Panz 

President – Inproheat Industries ltd. 

spanz@inproheat.com

alec logan 

Ceo - Inproheat Industries ltd.  

alogan@inproheat.com

Inproheat.com s 

A 17 MM Btu/h SubCom® Produced Water
Heater at a water reclamation facility.

Inset: A 60 MM Btu/h SubCom® Process Water Heater for 
sulphate of potash production from Great Salt Lake brine.
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Accutron Pro Series 
..--------24VDC 

(120-240 VAC Available) 
.----.------- 2x Modbus RTU 

..----- USB 
·---.c• � WiFi Connectivity 

Ethernet 
PoE 
Modbus TCP  

 2x Dry Contacts 
       2x 4mA -20mA Out 

,_____ Accutron Device Bus 

North Bay, Ontario
Tel: 705-495-8587   E: info@minehoist.ca
www.minehoist.com

Your single-source supply 
of all mine hoisting plant 
equipment.

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
CONSULTING SERVICE
• Workplace, office & home indoor air quality
• Mold, bacteria & other biological contamination studies
• Noise surveys & workers noise exposure studies
• Workplace illumination, diesel fumes, silica, lead & asbestos
• Fume hoods test & compressed breathing air tests
• Fence line & environmental air contamination studies
• Hand and whole body vibration studies,
• Cold stress & heat stress monitoring

JRL

jrl.consulting@shaw.ca   306-665-3289
Check our website for a complete list of services

www.jrlindustrialhygiene.com / www.jrlindustrialhygiene.ca
Doing it right, being honest and excelling in service is a JRL tradition.
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the launch of Cavex® 2 marks a new 

generation of hydrocyclones. like the 

original Cavex® hydrocyclones did 

more than two decades ago, Cavex® 2 

introduces new geometric features 

which offer performance unmatched 

by any cyclone in operation today.

“our Cavex 1 design set an industry 

benchmark over two decades ago 

with its unique 360° laminar spiral 

inlet geometry, which significantly re-

duced turbulence. this design was so 

successful and desired by the market 

that it was widely replicated by com-

petitors,” states Debra switzer, global 

product manager for hydrocyclones 

at Weir Minerals. “following years 

of research, development and trials, 

we have improved upon this design 

with the creation of lIG+ inlet and 

chamber design. this unique design 

produces a more stabilized flow pat-

tern, further reduces turbulences and 

friction throughout the hydrocyclone, 

and provides up to 30 per cent addi-

tional capacity.”

the advanced lIG+™ design (patent 

pending) enables the Cavex®  2 hy-

drocyclones to classify up to 30 per 

cent more feed slurry, while occupy-

ing the same footprint as competitor 

hydrocyclones. Ultimately, operators 

can now achieve more throughput 

with fewer operating hydrocyclones, 

reducing the upfront CaPeX. 

the new design has taken into con-

sideration the shape and angle of 

the hydrocyclone to ensure particles 

report to the correct stream. this 

reduces recirculation and misclassi-

fication, taking separation efficiency 

to the next level. 

“Cavex 2 allows our customers to 

do more. a more sustainable cir-

cuit, with lower energy and water 

requirements, and expand the ca-

pacity of their existing circuits, with-

out increasing the footprint of the 

cyclones or clusters. It’s the kind of 

generational engineering leap that 

will change the way circuits are de-

signed for decades to come,” says 

switzer.

engineered for future mine, Cavex® 2 

takes advantage of Weir Minerals’ 

synertrex® IIot technology, which 

enhances the overall performance of 

the hydrocyclone. armed with this 

technology, operators are automati-

cally alerted to roping or blockage 

conditions ahead of time, ensuring 

the hydrocyclone runs under the 

most optimal operating conditions.

“to minimize the amount of bypass 

that is produced in any hydrocy-

clone, it is favourable for it to oper-

ate in the semi-roping condition. this 

is often difficult to do continuously 

because any upset in the hydrocy-

clone’s feed conditions could move 

it into the roping condition, but with 

synertrex this balancing act can be 

closely managed,” adds switzer. 

Cavex® 2 hydrocyclones can be cus-

tomized to suit almost any applica-

tion, with a variety of spigots, vortex 

finders, and liners. liners are avail-

able in a range of material options, 

including Weir Minerals’ proprietary 

r55® rubber compound or linatex® 

premium rubber, both of which have 

proven to outlast competitors elas-

tomers in similar applications. liners 

can be replaced via a “snap-in” sys-

tem which requires zero adhesive, 

while smaller models (400CVD and 

below) are available with moulded fi-

breglass housings.

“every stage of the Cavex 2’s de-

sign has been guided by the needs 

of our customers. as a consequence, 

it has been tested in multiple mining 

applications throughout the globe. 

these tests revealed outstanding re-

sults of up to 30 per cent additional 

capacity,” says switzer. “Decreas-

ing ore grades and increasing need 

to reduce both water and energy 

usage have created the need for a 

low-maintenance, highly efficient 

hydrocyclone which can be readily 

Cavex® 2 hydrocyclone
increases volumetric
capacity up to 30 per cent
alMost 25 Years after tHe orIGINal CaVeX® HYDroCYCloNe 
reVolUtIoNIzeD ClassIfICatIoN, CaVeX® 2 WIll INtroDUCe a 
steP-CHaNGe IN PerforMaNCe aND sUstaINabIlItY,
WItH Water aND eNerGY saVINGs

Cavex® 2 hydrocyclones allow operators to increase capacity 
up to 30 per cent without altering its footprint. 
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retrofitted into existing circuits to in-

crease throughput and maximize re-

turns. I can’t wait for our customers 

to see what this new range is capable 

of.”

Cavex® 2 hydroyclones are now avail-

able to increase capacity of mines 

across the globe. for more informa-

tion, visit www.cavex2.weir.

About Cavex® hydrocyclones

Introduced to the world in 1998, the 

Cavex® hydrocyclone design delivers 

maximum efficiency, maximum hy-

draulic capacity, and long wear life. 

the laminar spiral inlet geometry de-

sign provides a natural flow path into 

the Cavex® hydrocyclone. Its unique 

shape has no sharp edges or square 

corners and allows the feed stream 

to blend smoothly with rotating slur-

ry inside the chamber. the result is 

greatly reduced turbulence through-

out the entire hydrocyclone, creat-

ing even wear, long life, and efficient 

classification. today, Cavex® hydro-

cyclones can be found on mines 

across the world.

About The Weir Group PLC

founded in 1871, the Weir Group 

PlC is a premium mining technology 

business whose purpose is to make 

customers’ operations more sustain-

Above: Cavex® 2 hydrocyclone installed at a site in Russia.
Left: Cavex® 2 hydrocyclones installed at a mine site in South Africa.

able and efficient. the group is ide-

ally positioned to benefit from struc-

tural trends that support long-term 

demand for its technology, including 

the need for more essential metals to 

support economic development and 

carbon transition. Weir’s highly en-

gineered technology enables these 

critical resources to be produced 

using less energy, water and waste, 

reducing customers’ total cost of 

ownership. the group has 13,000 

employees in over 50 countries and 

has been listed on the london stock 

exchange since 1946.

for more information, visit 

www.global.weir.s
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saskatchewan’s potash industry has for many decades 

been a stable and important element in our region’s econ-

omy. since 1965, bit service has been a strong supporter of 

this growth, as a locally owned and operated organization 

providing key elements to each operating mine’s under-

ground needs. 

from humble beginnings, bit service provided service 

and boring machine bit sharpening, expanding capabilities 

shortly after with bit manufacturing, repair and cutting as-

sembly fabrication services. Not long after, the high-quality 

products of long-established mining manufacturers Cin-

cinnati Mine Machinery Co. and the bowdil Company were 

brought onboard, aiding bit service to grow alongside the 

needs of the industry. 

driving innovation in 
Saskatchewan potash

Cincinnati Conveyor Chain.

the experienced and knowledgeable personnel at bit ser-

vice work with mine staff and management to help elimi-

nate problems they face with mine consumables and to 

maximize production. from the design stage, aided with 

3-D modelling software, through production and ware-

housing they continually fulfill customer needs. Constantly 

striving to innovate and improve on the products they ser-

vice and provide, bit service has seen 55 years of strong 

partnerships in saskatchewan potash. 

building on the value provided to their mining custom-

ers, early in 2020 bit service finalized an agreement to 

be the exclusive distributor of kennametal’s underground 

mining products for our saskatchewan potash clients. 

through the partnership with bit service, kennametal 

is committed to providing superior products to the min-

ing end user customers. In addition to providing a way to 

market, kennametal looks forward to the opportunity to 

collaborate with bit service in order to support their lo-

Bowdil Trim Chain.

the two- and four-rotor boring machines have long been 

the primary mining machines in the conventional sas-

katchewan potash mining market. Instrumental in the cut-

ting and production of the ore are the radial bits on the 

front of the machine and bit service saw a need for an 

upgraded and purpose-built product in this area. over 

the course of decades and hundreds of prototypes, em-

ploying several different carbide grades and profiles, as 

well as dozens of braze formulas and procedures, a line 

of bits specific to the needs of saskatchewan potash min-

ing were refined and put into production. technological 

innovations and robotics in the production methods have 

pushed the capabilities to new levels, and to this date, they 

are the most prominent and well-received bits in use in our 

province’s potash industry. 

Robotic work cell in our production facility.
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Bit Service Company Ltd. | Phone 306-653-0988 | Fax 306-244-2262 | E-mail admin@bitservice.ca

MINING EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
SPECIALIZING IN BITS AND
CONVEYING COMPONENTS

Bit Service Company offers full cutting
assembly design, fabrication and repair

Proudly Serving the Potash Industry Since 1965

bitservice.ca

recently, through a partnership with UlMa Conveyor 

Components, bit service has been working diligently to 

introduce a revolutionary, high-quality conveyor roller sys-

tem to the saskatchewan potash industry. starting with 

highly engineered and thoughtfully designed rollers and 

idlers, with some of the industry’s most advanced r&D and 

testing laboratory facilities, through to the industry-first 

digitally monitored roller system, UlMa Conveyor Com-

ponents is a world leader in the field. the uncompromis-

ing design and manufacturing quality of UlMa’s products, 

along with technological innovations never before seen in 

these applications are the start of an exciting new chapter 

in potash mining.

Customer service and satisfaction has always been the pri-

mary goal and their extensive warehouse stock is an illus-

tration of this. Due to constantly changing customer needs 

resulting from machine alterations and geological differ-

ences, bit service works closely with mines to stock what 

they need in quantities to maintain maximum productivity. 

these partnerships are strong and bit service looks for-

ward to continuing them for many decades to come. s

cal manufacturing and 

design expertise. this 

relationship allows for 

ongoing product de-

velopment and inno-

vation of new mining 

tools, as well as con-

tinuing to support the local productivity and economy of 

the saskatoon and esterhazy regions.

ULMA Conveyor rollers at work in cold weather environment.
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If the air stops, the mine stops. so as an 

air compressor ages, the risks of extended 

outages and lost production increase dra-

matically. even still, with budgets tighten-

ing across the mining industry, it can be 

difficult to find the capital for a new com-

pressor. Comairco’s new booster refurbish-

ment service may be the most economical 

way to breathe new life into your old air 

booster packages. 

electric-driven compressed air booster 

packages can be found next to any air-

powered drill requiring an elevated com-

pressed air pressure (typically 250-350 

psig). the booster takes compressed 

air from the mine’s standard supply and 

boosts the pressure as high as 400 psig. 

these compressors are typically mounted 

on a towable wheelbase with all the acces-

sories, controls, and fire suppression, so it 

can be easily moved around with the drills 

as required. 

air booster rebuilds
NeW lIfe for YoUr booster 
oN toDaY’s tIGHt bUDGets
By saM DICk, P.Eng., EngInEErIng COOrDInatOr, COMaIrCO

Comairco’s refurbishment service can bring new life to your aging air booster packages for 
much less than the cost of a new booster. 

Below: Compressor rebuilds have been an important part 
of Comairco’s business since day one, and they now offer a 
refurbishment service for your entire air booster package. 

Seen here is machinery before it was sent to Comairco.

Going beyond the air end, Comairco inspects every component in the booster package for 
repair or replacement. Machinery after Comarico refurbished it. 
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WWW.COMAIRCO.COM

WHEN THE MINING INDUSTRY NEEDS COMPRESSED AIR, 

THEY TRUST COMAIRCO  TO MEET THEIR EXPECTATION.

COMAIRCO REGINA * NEW LOCATION
609 PARK STREET
REGINA, SK  S4N 5N1    306 545-3930

COMAIRCO SASKATOON
3006 CLEVELAND AVENUE,
SASKATOON, SK  S7K 8B5    306 653-5755

800 761-8780
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South West
Division Office
3-170, 20th Ave. NE
Swift Current, SK
S9H 2L6
Toll Free: 855.773.0681

South/Central
Construction Office
290 Hodsman Road
Regina, SK
S4N 5X4
Toll Free: 855.525.3050

Business and Northern 
Construction Office
Box 430, Highway #3
Birch Hills, SK
S0J 0G0
Toll Free: 888.749.3306

Flyer Electric has been providing a wide range of industrial and commercial 
electrical services in Saskatchewan for over 35 years. We’re known for our 
commitment to quality, dedication to safety and attention to every detail. Quite 
simply, we get the job done right - on time, and within budget. Whether it is a 
capital or maintenance project, new construction, expansion or somewhere in 
between, Flyer Electric has a proven track record of integrity and efficiency.

The end result is Flyer Electric consistently delivers the highest quality product to 
all our valued customers.

Comairco has been a critical supplier 

to the North american mining indus-

try since 1972 and offers a wide variety 

of products and services related to air 

compressors, blowers, and vacuums. 

Compressor rebuilds have been an 

important part of Comairco’s business 

since day one, and they now offer a re-

furbishment service for your entire air 

booster package. 

the air end is the heart of the air 

booster package, and the unique high-

pressure rotary screw design (often by 

sullair) demands special expertise for a 

rebuild or major repair. Comairco only 

allows their most experienced and well-

trained technicians to rebuild these air 

ends, and only uses high-quality oeM 

parts. this ensures “like new” perfor-

mance and durability for every air end 

and allows Comairco to stand behind 

their work with a two-year warranty. 

the air end rebuild by Comairco in-

cludes replacement of all bearings, 

seals, gaskets and o-rings with new 

oeM parts. this complete rebuild ser-

vice also includes sealing strip repairs, 

remanufacturing of bearing bores and 

air gaps, precision grinding of rotor 

faces and air gap collars, machining of 

housings, gear fit repairs, repair of bro-

ken or cracked shafts, repair of broken 

housings, and dynamic balancing of all 

rotating parts. 

Going beyond the air end, Comairco in-

spects every component in the booster 

package for repair or replacement. the 

motor and electrical panels are refur-

bished; gauges, hoses, and valves are 

repaired or replaced. to protect your 

investment, the entire frame and sump 

tank are sandblasted and repainted, 

and new reflective safety decals are 

added. before leaving the shop, Co-

mairco tests the package for leak tight-

ness and performance, and performs a 

full visual inspection.

this is also a great opportunity to add 

customizations or upgrades to meet 

your changing needs. Comairco can 

add stainless-steel control panels, new 

air or electrical connections, instru-

mentation, safety devices, and much 

more. 

Comairco’s refurbishment service can 

bring new life to your aging air booster 

packages for much less than the cost 

of a new booster. their investment in 

personnel and facilities ensure prompt 

repair time at competitive pricing. 

Visit www.comairco.ca to contact one 

of their 23 North american locations. s

the harsh conditions of a mine can 

wear on even the most rugged 

equipment, and these air booster 

packages are no exception. Cool-

ers can become caked with oil and 

dust, elevated operating tempera-

tures can lead to varnish formation in 

the air end, and harsh atmospheres 

can cause internal corrosion. over 

time these conditions will hamper 

the performance of the compressor 

and eventually lead to a risk of cata-

strophic failure. 



www.koeppern.de

Our technology has been recognized around the world 
for dry granulation of MOP / SOP and NPKs. Our services 
cover pilot plant tests, basic engineering, equipment 
supply, start-up supervision and commissioning. Typical 
flake capacities are in the range of 10 –130 t / h or more. 

We have delivered more than 100 fertilizer compactors 
of latest Köppern technology since the year 2000. 
The total installed granular capacity of these plants are 
around 30,000,000 tpa.

Köppern – Quality made in Germany.

 » State of the art technology
 » Process technology know-how
 » High plant availability
 » Quick roller replacement

For further information please contact 
sales@koeppern.de

Dry granulation 
of fertilizers

springComing

for more information or 
advertising opportunities,

please contact:

MiC paTerSOn
1.204.615.0335

mic@delcommunications.com
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tHe

A tRi-ANNUAl ElEctRoNic NEwSlEttER

The Potash Producer is an e-newsletter and 
companion publication to PotashWorks, 

north america’s premier annual publication.

The Potash Producer is dedicated 
to the promotion, production and 

distribution of potash.

Published three times per year, spring, 
summer and fall, the editorial content will 
have a heavy focus on stories intended for 

potash producers.
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throughout our 35 years of experi-

ence in the mining, wastewater, and 

aggregate industries, Westpro Ma-

chinery has always been interested in 

research and development and how it 

may foster a positive impact moving 

forward. Going into 2021, we hope to 

change that interest into action. With 

that said, Westpro hopes to create 

waves with our world-renowned Hy-

draulic thickener Drives, as well as 

the introduction of our Virtual Com-

missioning service. 

at Westpro, we’ve always sought to 

create that positive impact within the 

industry, and with the help from our 

multi-disciplinary team of engineers, 

we have the capabilities to make this 

a reality. We believe it is vital that we 

do our part as your process technol-

ogy partner, so this year at Westpro 

a new course of action
tHe DeVeloPMeNt of tHICkeNer 
teCHNoloGY aND VIrtUal 
serVICes at WestPro
MaCHINerY

we look to challenge efficiency with 

our Hydraulic thickener drives and 

extend our team dynamic to our cus-

tomers and their projects with our 

new virtual services.

thickeners have been Westpro’s 

bread and butter for quite some 

time, but internally, the success of 

our equipment is also a call to action. 

over the years our equipment has 

developed a reputation for its robust 

construction and operational longev-

ity, and during the early engineering 

stages of our hydraulic drives, we felt 

it appropriate to design a drive which 

takes our staple qualities to the next 

level. our hydraulic drives seek to el-

evate the performance of the thicken-

er through a number of technical ad-

vantages. such advantages being our 

signature heavy-duty construction, a 

hydraulic power unit equipped with 

safety instruments for low oil level 

and high temperature indication, duel 

filters for ease of maintenance, both 

automatic and manual operation 

modes, reverse capabilities, the finest 

torque monitoring instruments, and 

finally a high-quality planetary gear-

box for excellent torque and thrust 

load. With these advantages, our ex-

pert team of multi-disciplinary engi-

neers hope to provide a new defini-

tion of reliability and efficiency within 

the industry. 

leading our team of engineers is en-

gineering coordinator stephen at-

kinson. When asked what has been 

the defining factor in the success of 

the custom engineered and designed 

drive, he had the following to say, “a 

big part of it comes from the team 

Hydraulic thickener drive at the Westpro shop in Puslinch, Ontario. 120-foot high-capacity Thickener in Ontario, Canada.
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Proven Performance In Potash
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sales@westpromachinery.com

Vernon: 250-549-6710  |  Vancouver: 250-549-6710  |  Puslinch: 519-766-9462
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environment we’ve got here at West-

pro. It’s really sparked a fire in us… it’s 

made a big difference and has defi-

nitely helped get us to where we are 

today.” atkinson now leads his team 

as they complete virtual commission-

ing for projects across the globe, in-

cluding a bolted thickener with our 

hydraulic drive technology in alaska.

but what is Virtual Commissioning? 

Due to the CoVID-19 pandemic, the 

industry’s ability to commission in-

ternationally was uncertain. between 

travel restrictions and the health and 

safety of our employees, custom-

ers, and their families, it was evident 

that a change was needed. since the 

start of the restrictions and public 

awareness, Westpro’s expert team of 

process engineers have developed, 

exercised, and perfected a virtual 

commissioning service.

Westpro’s virtual commissioning ser-

vice offers a high-quality and cost-ef-

fective solution for your commission-

ing needs. our dedicated engineering 

team is committed to supplying every 

step of the on-site commissioning 

process virtually and will also assist in 

everything from installation to the fi-

nal sign-off and full Westpro warran-

ty. at Westpro, we remain focused on 

customer satisfaction, and as always, 

providing a premium service that 

matches our equipment. Current vir-

tual commissioning projects include 

a rotary Dryer in Greenland and two 

agglomerators in argentina. 

With the success of our Hydrau-

lic thickener Drives and our Virtual 

Commissioning service, we hope to 

maintain course on our 2021 goals. 

additionally, research and develop-

ment efforts are expanding even fur-

ther this year with the introduction of 

new equipment, including a Grit Hy-

droclassifier and Pug Mill Mixer. We 

hope to continue this growth for all 

of 2021 and the many more years to 

come. s

42-metre (138-foot) diameter-elevated high-capacity thickener at a potash plant in Saskatchewan.

Mitch Lamoureux, P.Eng., design engineer at Westpro Machinery.
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Jne Welding celebrates 40 
years of fabrication excellence

Crystallizer crossing the South Saskatchewan river.

November 2020 marks the 40th anniversary of a landmark on 

the saskatchewan fabrication scene – JNe Welding. founded 

on November 1, 1980 by Jim Nowakowski with a mobile weld-

ing rig, as well as integrity and ambition, JNe has grown to 

more than 140 people delivering thousands of tons of fabrica-

tions large and small to industry in Western Canada today.

after some field work in the late fall of 1980, Nowakowski start-

ed up a small shop at 1916 saskatchewan avenue in the north 

end of saskatoon. He ended up adding five employees that 

first year, and by 1985 moved to the centre bay of 811, 56th 

street east – a space still occupied by JNe 35 years later. over 

the next few years, the business expanded to include the east 

and west bays, then additions of 960 square feet of shop space 

at the back and a temporary coverall space still in use today.

by 2006, JNe had 75 employees and was a growing company 

in saskatchewan’s potash industry and the alberta oil sands – 

delivering pressure vessels, piping, ore bins, tank conveyors, 

ducting, transmission structures, and virtually any other fab-

rication that could be imagined. at the same time, JNe still 

delivered small projects and repair services, just like the first 

years on saskatchewan avenue. to take advantage of growing 

opportunities, the property at 3915 thatcher avenue was pur-
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chased and a large new fabrication 

space with tall ceilings and heavy 

cranes was built on that location. 

this new shop made a significant 

difference, allowing JNe to add al-

most 100 full-time positions to peak 

at more than 175 employees. In the 

14 years since its completion, the 

“b shop” has established JNe as a 

custom heavy fabricator in western 

Canada – fabricating equipment that 

would have otherwise had to be sup-

plied from outside of saskatchewan.

In 2015, JNe partnered with Peter 

ballantyne Developments lP and 

Des Nedhe Group to become 60 

per cent Indigenous owned. the 

combined strength of this partner-

ship has provided direct financial 

and employment benefits to sas-

katchewan’s northern communities 

and helps JNe’s customers deliver 

on their commitments to Canada’s 

truth and reconciliation Commis-

sion Calls to action.

today, JNe Welding continues to 

be guided by its core values, which 

are key to successfully delivering 

significant projects to potash pro-

ducers. their company values state-

ment is “founded on integrity, we are 

bold, compassionate, collaborative, 

proud”.

an example of this was in 2013 when 

JNe was contracted to fabricate 

several large crystallizers for a new 

potash facility. these large, complex 

vessels were fabricated with exotic 

materials to withstand the harsh pro-

cess conditions of a potash mill. then 

in 2016, JNe’s success with those 

units gave the producer confidence 

in trusted them with an additional 

unit on an expedited time frame. 

the size and material specifications 

made these challenging projects, but 

through collaboration with excellent 

partners, JNe successfully delivered 

on the customer’s requirements.

over the past 40 years, JNe Weld-

ing has grown from just one welding 

rig to a reliable, capable high-quality 

fabricator serving saskatchewan’s 

potash industry. they look forward 

to continuing to be a key part of that 

industry as it feeds the world for de-

cades to come. s 

Crystalizer fabrication in the JNE shop.

In 2015, JnE partnered with Peter Ballantyne Developments 
LP and Des nedhe group to become 60 per cent
Indigenous owned.
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JNE is a Limited Partnership in which the 

economic development corporations of English 

River First Nations and Peter Ballantyne First 

Nations have each acquired 30% ownership in the 

company with JNE’s current owners retaining the 

remaining shares. JNE is known for strong project 

management practices and fabricating a variety 

of scopes of work. These scopes have included, 

but are not limited to, structural steel, chutes, 

ore bins, tanks, pipe spooling, pressure vessels, 

rotary dryers, and conveyance systems. We have 

developed fabrication and welding procedures 

for a vast array of alloys such as 316, 304H, 904L, 

2205, Inconel, Monel and C276. We are registered 

on ISNetworld and are CWB, ASME, and

ISO 9001:2015 certified.

JNE Welding Limited Partnership 
3915 Thatcher Avenue 
Saskatoon, SK   S7R 1A3 
306-242-0884      www.jnewelding.com
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Newmont Corporation is one of the 

world’s leading gold mining com-

panies. Newmont’s headquarters is 

located in Denver, Colorado, Us and 

has gold mines in North america, 

south america, africa, and australia. 

Newmont electrical engineering 

managers in timmins, ontario, were 

looking for a better solution for their 

mine water removal pumps, which are 

supposed to shut off when there is no 

water to cool them. the pumps have 

a shut-off switch activated by a float. 

In mine environments, mud can cause 

the float to stick, causing pump mo-

tors to fail by running dry, overheat-

ing, and burning up. the mine uses 

pump motors as large as 50 horse-

Littelfuse and epitron help 
newmont Mining improve 
operations and safety
MP8000 Motor ProteCtIoN 
relaYs ProteCt NeWMoNt 
CorPoratIoN’s Water PUMPs By Mark POLLOCk

power, which are expensive to re-

place, as is the associated downtime 

from flooding.

to address high-cost pump failures, 

the electrical engineers asked epitron 

Inc., a local electrical distributor and 

manufacturer of motor control pan-

els, to find a solution. 

Search for a solution

Without water flowing through a 

pump, the pump’s current draw 

would be abnormally low because of 

the light load condition. they knew 

that undercurrent protection could 

detect a low water condition and be-

cause of this abnormally low current, 

an undercurrent protection device 

would be able to detect a low water 

condition.

epitron selected two potential sup-

pliers of an undercurrent monitoring 

device.

the first supplier was a broad-based 

manufacturer of electrical and elec-

tronic power-distribution compo-

nents. the second was littelfuse, the 

manufacturer of the se-105 ground-

fault ground-check relay, which is 

widely used throughout the Canadian 

mining industry, as well as in epitron’s 

motor control panels. 

the se-105 is a combination ground-

wire monitor and ground-fault relay 

designed for resistance-grounded 

Installed in the motor control panels, the Littelfuse 
MP8000 relays shuts down pumps when they run dry, 

which prevents pump failure and costly replacement. 
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Newmont electrical engineering managers in Timmins, Ontario, were looking for a better solution for their mine 
water removal pumps, which are supposed to shut off when there is no water to cool them. 

systems. the se-105 monitors the 

integrity of the ground conductor to 

protect motors from hazardous volt-

ages that result from ground faults on 

three-phase power systems.

the first supplier offered a conven-

tional overload relay with undercur-

rent protection and little more. In 

contrast, littelfuse provided in-per-

son technical consultation to epitron 

and Newmont. after learning about 

their specific needs, littelfuse rec-

ommended the MP8000 bluetooth 

overload relay. In addition to provid-

ing undercurrent protection, the relay 

provided several useful features for 

their application:

•  Overload, voltage phase loss, volt-

age and current unbalance, and 

power monitoring

•  Bluetooth wireless communication

•  A smartphone- or tablet-based app 

that reads the relay status and re-

motely configures the MP8000 

•  Ethernet communication for remote 

monitoring and control from a PC 

•  Storage and readout of fault history

Outcome

epitron chose the littelfuse MP8000 

relay, through which epitron could of-

fer Newmont cost savings, time sav-

ings, and greater worker safety. 

Installed in the motor control pan-

els, the littelfuse MP8000 relays 

shuts down pumps when they run 

dry, which prevents pump failure and 

costly replacement. 

Maintenance workers can also re-

motely access the MP8000 through 

an ethernet connection to obtain in-

formation on a fault before visiting 

the pump location. this saves time 

because workers know what parts to 

bring. 

on location, maintenance workers 

can communicate with the MP8000 

using the bluetooth smartphone app, 

avoiding the need to open the high-

power motor control panel. this way, 

workers avoid unnecessary exposure 

to shock and arc-flash hazards, and 

avoid unnecessary circumstances 

where they need to put on PPe.

epitron designed the MP8000 and 

se-105 relays into their new motor 

control panels and is currently ret-

rofitting the MP8000 into existing 

motor control panels throughout the 

mine. 

“We could not be happier with the 

assistance we received from littel-

fuse,” said Jethro skwarok, general 

manager of epitron. “they helped us 

understand how the MP8000 relay 

could solve Newmont’s costly pump 

failures. the MP8000, with its blue-

tooth communication link and its 

app, enabled Newmont to reduce its 

operating costs and improve worker 

safety. the MP8000 gives us a com-

petitive advantage over other motor 

control panel manufacturers.” 

littelfuse’s innovation and techni-

cal support helped reduce costs and 

improve safety—this in turn, struck 

gold. the MP8000 is universal to 

mining applications. Potash applica-

tions looking to improve their mine’s 

production and worker safety should 

get in touch with littelfuse by going 

to littelfuse.com/contact. s
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IWl steel fabricators was originally established in the 1950s 

in saskatoon, saskatchewan. 

We are proudly 100 per cent aboriginal owned by the Clear-

water river Dene Nation of laloche, saskatchewan. the 

Clearwater river Dene Nation is the fourth generation of 

ownership at IWl and is committed to growing and expand-

ing the company to meet its full potential. In return, profits 

are returned to ownership to be used at the band level to 

fund community needs, including housing, infrastructure, 

and social programs. 

through the core competencies of the Clearwater river 

Group of Companies, we are able to provide full service, 

cost-effective customer solutions for a wide array of proj-

ects, large or small. With three fabrication facilities, we have 

a multitude of options to best facilitate project execution.

IWl is certified to Canadian Welding bureau Csa standard 

47.1 – Division 2. We employ level 2 and level 1 CWb weld-

ing inspectors, as well as CWb-certified welding supervi-

sors. all welding personnel hold valid CWb tickets for vari-

ous procedures and material alloys. 

our Quality Management system is third-party audited by 

Quasar via the Canadian Institute of steel Construction. the 

cornerstones of the system include material traceability, di-

mensional verification, ItP implementation, project execu-

tion, and subcontractor management.

by being signatory to Mission: zero we support the goal of 

a workplace with zero injuries. With a focus on safety first 

to prevent injury and elimination of unsafe work practices, 

we provide our employees with a safe work environment. 

In addition, we are IsNetworld certified as a subcontractor, 

consistently maintaining an “a” rating with our clients.

With professional engineers on staff working in conjunction 

with external engineering firms, we provide an integrated 

approach to project solutions. our CaD/CaM department 

uses 3D modelling technology to provide detailed fabrica-

tion drawings for both shop and field use, as well as input 

data for our robotic fabrication equipment.

3D modelling provides a seamless transition from the design 

concept to the reality of fabrication. the direct interface of 

modelling software to automated fabrication ensures the 

additional benefit of increased productivity, integrated proj-

ect management, scheduling accuracy, reduced field cost 

and maximum site efficiency.

by continuing to invest in new equipment and the latest 

technology, more efficient material processing is an ongo-

ing goal. a recently purchased, fully automated five-axis 

processing machine is able to cut, bevel and cope pipe and 

tubing up to 12 inches in diameter. the accuracy and effi-

ciency of this process will ensure decreased delivery times 

for processed material. In addition to pipe processing, the 

Trust the experts
iWL Steel fabricators

With three fabrication facilities, ISW Steel Fabricators has a multitude of
options to best facilitate project execution.

With professional engineers on staff working in conjunction with external
engineering firms, we provide an integrated approach to project solutions.
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817-50th Street East 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan 

Canada S7K 3Y5 

www.iwlsteel.com 
T: 306-242-4077 
F: 306-934-2827 

E: info@iwlsteel.com

Proudly serving the mining 
industry for over 60 years.

The quality and complexity of our platework capabilities ensures customer satisfaction
Specializing in:
• Integrated 3D modelling & fabrication • Bucket elevator casings • Tanks 
• Customized fabrication for material handling • Mechanical chutework • Pipe spools
• Conveyor galleries & pipe modules • Pump boxes & launders • Potash grizzlies
• Belt conveyors & cross conveyors • Material gates & splitter gates • Cyclones

new technology is able to bevel, weld prep, and countersink 

plates up to a maximum of two inches.

Material is traceable throughout the fabrication process. 

at time of drawing issue, all pieces are assigned a unique 

barcode. this barcode forms the basis of all documentation 

moving forward and scanning ensures accurate shipping 

documents and eliminates the possibility of delivery delays 

or missing components. through cellphone technology, we 

are able to facilitate barcode scanning on site to further as-

sist in material receiving, tracking, and site storage.

We can perform work as a supplier to a project owner or 

general contractor, or act as a general contractor and man-

age several subtrades.

We are a multi-dimensional fabricator with capabilities to do 

a wide range of steel fabrication projects:

•  Structural steel, pipe supports, pipe skids, and modules

•  Platework – tanks, chutework, pump boxes, surge bins, 

hoppers, and launders

•  Material handling – conveyor galleries, belt conveyors, 

cross conveyors, mechanical soft drop system, and bucket 

elevator casings

•  Splitter gates, grizzlies, material gates, motor bases, and 

pipe spools

•  Platforms, stairs, handrail, and mezzanines

•  ASME welding, sandblasting, painting, galvanizing, and in-

stallation services are available through our qualified sub-

contractors

for more information, contact IWl steel fabricators at 

1-306-242-4077, or visit us in person at 817-50th street e., 

saskatoon, sask. s
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upgrade your gearbox
for a smoother future

es, improved grinding processes for higher-quality gear 

tooth geometry, higher-rated bearing selections, improved 

lubrication systems, upgraded seal designs, or many other 

specific design improvements.

With a tough landscape, and even tougher competition in 

the potash market, you can’t take chances with your equip-

ment provider. We stand by our commitment to provide 

the highest-quality products and service to you, our cus-

tomer. to back this up, standard Machine offers the best 

industry-leading warranties in the industrial market. We of-

fer a three-year warranty on all repaired gear drives, and a 

five-year warranty on all new gear drives regardless of the 

application. With a name and reputation known the world 

over, standard Machine guarantees you the best protection 

available in the industry.

standard Machine also offers complete on-site bearing re-

pair services, which includes re-certification and re-packag-

ing, polishing, and level 3 bearing raceway grinding that in-

cludes new rolling elements and cage. regardless of brand, 

every repaired bearing is shipped with a new bearing war-

ranty. 

standard Machine is a one-of-a-kind shop that is relied 

upon by customers all over the world. this was built on the 

growth of our primary business servicing the potash in-

dustry. Call standard Machine today to take advantage of 

a world-renowned company that is in the heart of potash 

country. s

Standard Machine has been at the forefront providing engineered solutions for many decades. Standard Machine offers the best industry-leading warranties in the industrial market.

standard Machine was started over 

50 years ago in saskatchewan 

as a small machine company 

primarily serving the potash 

market. today, standard Ma-

chine is a world-class leader 

in the design and manufac-

ture of open gearing and 

new gearboxes for the industrial market.  as part of timken 

Power systems, our team applies our experience and know-

how to improve the reliability and performance of machin-

ery in diverse industrial markets worldwide.    

Potash is one of the most demanding industries in the 

world, continuously developing for higher efficiencies to 

lower costs and to increase production. this has driven the 

development of newer technology, and standard Machine 

has been at the forefront providing engineered solutions for 

many decades. standard Machine’s gear facility is located 

in saskatoon and includes a group of leading-edge design 

engineers who are thoroughly dedicated to providing our 

customers with engineered upgrade gearbox solutions. 

these solutions prevent future repeat failures and will ex-

tend the life cycle of your gearboxes.  

During the process of any industrial gearbox repair done at 

standard Machine, our team of engineers, millwrights, ma-

chinists, planners, and customer service all look for oppor-

tunities to improve problematic designs and components. 

our solutions can include improved heat-treating process-

Marrietta 
Conveyor Drive.



RE-BUILT and
BETTER Than 
oRIgInaL. 
Our business is Gearing. Enclosed drives, 
low speed, high speed, new, repair, 
upgraded. This is what we do. 
We are good at it and our  
warranty proves it. 

Our industry leading 3-year warranty on 

repaired gearboxes often exceeds the 

original manufacturer’s warranty.

Standard Machine 868-60 St. Saskatoon, SK   S7K 8G8 Phone 306-931-3343 
Inquiries - customerservice@standardmachine.ca   Website - www.standardmachine.ca

www.standardmachine.ca

The Timken Power Systems team applies their know-how to 
improve the reliability and performance of machinery in diverse 
markets worldwide. The company designs, makes and markets 
mechanical components, including bearings, gears, chain and 
related mechanical power transmission products and services.

        

facility repaired gear drives
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for over 50 years, sellick equipment ltd. has been design-

ing and manufacturing rough-terrain forklifts.

With the company’s close proximity to the salt mine in 

Windsor, ont., sellick equipment was approached to pro-

vide both material handling and personnel transport solu-

tions for the underground mine. some of the early prod-

ucts developed were modifications to forklifts that used 

to charge holes drilled into the tunnel face with ammonia 

nitrate. the machine was referred to as an aNfo rig. an-

other product built for the mine was the PC-120 Personnel 

Carrier, which was capable of carrying 12 workers and also 

doubled as an ambulance. 

sellick also found success in mines in louisiana, kentucky, 

ohio, Nevada and Goderich, ont.

In recent years, through its dealer, Cervus equipment, sell-

ick equipment has supplied many of the potash mines in 

saskatchewan with a variety of both surface and under-

ground material handling solutions. a very popular model 

is the slP series low-profile forklift that is only 75 inches 

tall and has roPs overhead guard protection for the op-

erator. this, combined with four-wheel drive, leD lighting, 

fire suppression systems, and automatic transmissions, 

makes the slP an ideal machine for supplying materials 

throughout the mine. 

on surface, the larger s series model is popular with ca-

pacities ranging from 6,000 to 16,000 pounds. all models 

are available with four-wheel drive and come standard with 

roPs operator overhead guards. s

for your manufacturing needs

SLP-100 4x4, 10,000 lb. capacity low-profile 
(75-inch) ROPS canopy.

S120-4x4, 12,000 lb. capacity, low profile – 85 inches. S120 4x4, 12,000 lb. capacity, full ROPS Cab, Surface.

 SLP60 4x4 chassis conversion to a rock bolter.  Sellick model PC-120 Personnel/Ambulance underground.
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When your products are handled in adverse conditions then Sellick 

has a forklift for you. Built to meet the heavy demands of North 

American industries, Sellick’s nearly 50 years of manufacturing 

experience provides designs to enhance profitability, productivity, 

and safety. These include hydraulic fork movement, a variety 

of fork lengths and attachments, solid and pneumatic tires, 

air conditioned cabs, and a wide range of lift heights with 

capacities from 5,000 to 16,000 lbs. Sellick products are 

supported by a nationwide dealer network providing 

superior support for parts and service needs.  

Call toll-free or e-mail us today for complete information.

1-877-SELLICK (735-5425)
sales@sellickequipment.com

Material Handling

at its Best!
Material Handling

at its Best!

Your production safeguard
Fluid couplings for conveyor systems
Your conveyor belts are among the most important pieces  
of equipment on your site. Protect them with the soft-start  
capabilities of Voith’s fluid couplings.

For info, contact Scott McElroy at 416-931-1829 or email Scott.McElroy@voith.com

voith.com
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Pre-Krete G-8 

P: 610-400-1885 l  info@pre-krete.com l  www.pre-krete.com  

We understand that protecting 
infrastructure drives profit.  
Feeding your process refinery safely and  
without interruption is paramount. 
 

We have the solution… 

Pocono Fabricators’ Pre-Krete G-8 has been 
safeguarding site piping of Potash slurry 
from abrasive and corrosive conditions at 
elevated temperatures since 1982. 

Pocono Fabricators’ Pre-Krete lining experience in solu-
tion mining of potash began in 1982. The Pre-Krete 
G-8 was tested and found suitable for exposure to an 

abrasive slurry very high in sulfates and chlorides. Perfor-

mance was based on a pH ranging from five to eight, with line 

pressure varying from 1,250 to 1,500 psi with process tem-

peratures of 10 C (50 F) to 140 C (284 F). Favourable data 

resulted in the utilization of our Pre-Krete G-8. 

Service environments
Pocono Fabricators’ Pre-Krete systems are designed to com-

bat the detrimental effects of corrosion and abrasion at ele-

vated temperatures (1000 F / 538 C). The combinations of 

both chemical and physical attack often lead to unanticipat-

ed failures in infrastructure and process equipment. 

Experience
Pre-Krete remains a cost-effective answer to the corrosion/

abrasion conditions of solution mining. In addition to pro-

tecting pipelines for potash, sands oil, sulfur, lithium, and 

geo-thermal applications, Pre-Krete safeguards process 

equipment, such as stacks and vessels, with uses in the pow-

er generation, pulp & paper, petro chemical, waste treat-

ment, chemical process, and cement markets. 

Product
Pre-Krete G-8 is a bauxite-based material. The material ma-
trix is defined by incorporating products that provide corro-
sion and abrasion resistance, as well as innovations that con-
trol physical characteristics. Compressive strength, flexural 
strength, coefficient of thermal expansion, thermal stress 
index, thermal shock, k-factor, or thermal conductivity must 
be tendered in order to assure compatibility with substrates 
where Pre-Krete is employed.

Insitu application 
Existing subsurface pipe is lined. Excavated access points 
are located every 600 feet to 1,000 feet providing access to 
the pipeline. Utilizing high-pressure pumps, the Pre-Krete is 
moved through flexible hoses and pulled through the pipe 
while a rotary spray head centrifugally applies the Pre-Krete. 

Spin casting application 
In new pipe, Pre-Krete G-8 is applied via spin casting. Utiliz-
ing a lance, a ribbon of Pre-Krete is placed along the entire 
length of the pipe. The pipe is then spun and the Pre-Krete 
is centrifugally cast to the interior diameter of the pipe. This 
process requires special equipment and a skillset to assure 
that component distribution and densification of the Pre-
Krete is consistent to assure maximum service life. 

A history of service and success Installation 
Excavation, placement, and backfilling of Pre-Krete-lined 
pipe are performed by highly skilled contractors. Standards 
have been developed for the transporting, handling, place-
ment, and welding of the pipe. These details may differ and 
are specified on a project-by-project basis. 

Future 
Pocono Fabricators continues to supply Pre-Krete G-8 to pot-
ash producers for pipe ranging from three-inch to 54-inch 
diameter. Additional applications for Pre-Krete exist in the 
refinery process of potash. Pocono Fabricators is committed 
to this market and involved with improving existing products, 
as well as involved in R&D to consider new materials for this 

service. As the world demand for agricultural-based food 

sources increases, yield per acre must as well. The demand 

for potash will keep pace with this trend. 

Pocono Fabricators is a Division of Sauereisen, a third-gener-

ation company established in 1899. Sauereisen offers a com-

plete line of protective linings and repair materials for new 

and rehabilitation applications. Visit them online at www.

sauereisen.com. 

For more information, contact:

Robert B. Boileau

160 Gamma Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15238

610-400-1885

rboileau@pre-krete.com u

Pre-Krete placement via Lance prior to spin casting.
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for more information or advertising opportunities,
please contact:

MiC paTerSOn

1.204.615.0335
mic@delcommunications.com

potash
ProDUCer

tHe

A tRi-ANNUAl ElEctRoNic NEwSlEttER

The Potash Producer is an e-newsletter and companion publication to 
PotashWorks, north america’s premier annual publication.

The Potash Producer is dedicated to the promotion, 
production and distribution of potash.

Published three times per year, spring, summer and fall, the editorial content will 
have a heavy focus on stories intended for potash producers.



potashWorks

Visit us online at

potashworks.com
to view the magazine digitally, as well as keep up-to-date with current potash news.

Canada’s premier publication dedicated to the promotion, production and distribution of potash.
MarketPlaCe

For advertising options and editorial opportunities,

please contact Mic Paterson

mic@delcommunications.com or direct 1.204.615.0335

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
CONSULTING SERVICE
• Workplace, office & home indoor air quality
• Mold, bacteria & other biological contamination studies
• Noise surveys & workers noise exposure studies
• Workplace illumination, diesel fumes, silica, lead & asbestos
• Fume hoods test & compressed breathing air tests
• Fence line & environmental air contamination studies
• Hand and whole body vibration studies,
• Cold stress & heat stress monitoring

JRL

jrl.consulting@shaw.ca   306-665-3289
Check our website for a complete list of services

www.jrlindustrialhygiene.com / www.jrlindustrialhygiene.ca
Doing it right, being honest and excelling in service is a JRL tradition.

 

Adding and protecting value to Potash Companies by providing expert Enterprise Risk Management
• Design and execute dynamic, adaptable and ongoing enterprise risk management programs
• Foster risk-aware cultures with risk management embedded as a core element of decision making
• Systematically identify, analyze, evaluate and measure enterprise-wide risks
• Assess, develop, employ and monitor practical and cost effective risk treatment measures
• Impartially assess, design and implement effective and cost-efficient risk-financing programs

Your Organization’s Contracted Risk Manager

www.georesources-risk.com
Phone: 1-289-337-8386
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• Design and execute dynamic, adaptable and ongoing enterprise risk management programs
• Foster risk-aware cultures with risk management embedded as a core element of decision making
• Systematically identify, analyze, evaluate and measure enterprise-wide risks
• Assess, develop, employ and monitor practical and cost effective risk treatment measures
• Impartially assess, design and implement effective and cost-efficient risk-financing programs

Your Organization’s Contracted Risk Manager

www.georesources-risk.com
Phone: 1-289-337-8386

ADDING AND PROTECTING VALUE TO POTASH COMPANIES
BY PROVIDING EXPERT ENTERPRISE RISK MANAGEMENT

• Design and execute dynamic, adaptable and ongoing enterprise risk management programs
• Foster risk-aware cultures with risk management embedded as a core element of decision making

• Systematically identify, analyze, evaluate and measure enterprise-wide risks
• Assess, develop, employ and monitor practical and cost effective risk treatment measures

• Impartially assess, design and implement effective and cost-efficient risk-financing programs

Phone: 1-289-337-8386          www.georesources-risk.com
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– GEARBOXES
– GEARS, SPROCKETS, SPLINES
– COMPACTOR ROLLS
– PUMPS
– AGITATORS
– CONTINUOUS MINERS
– ROADHEADERS

SPECIALIZING IN MINING EQUIPMENT 
MANUFACTURING & REPAIR

– DRUM CUTTERS
– SCREW CONVEYORS
– CONVEYOR PULLEYS
– ELECTRO SLAG STRIP CLAD COATINGS
– PLASMA TRANSFERRED ARC COATINGS
– THERMAL SPRAYED COATINGS
– SUBMERGED ARC COATINGS
– PORTABLE 3D LASER SCANNING




